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Internationalist
receives funding

Impromptu conga lines emerge at Heartwalk

By Marisa Liu
News Writer
What began as a simple proposal to ASUPS turned
into a matter that divided our governing body and
roused our campus.
On Sept. 18, the ASUPS Senate voted 7 to 3 in favor of
overriding ASUPS President Darrel Frost's veto of the
Senate's $3,155 budget proposal to The Internationalist,
nearly $1,000 more than the ASUPS Finance Board's
$2,200 recommendation.
With the ruling, The Internationalist, a student publication, achieved its financial goal from ASUPS.
The Internationalist is a magazine that is "multi-disciplinary and speaks to the entire campus community,"
according to Nick Edwards, its founder and Editor-inChief. It's geared toward "anyone with concerns greater
than their specific locale", senior Solomon Chou, The
Internationalist's Managing Editor, said.
Not only do the editors feel that a magazine such as
this will appeal to UPS students, but Editor-in-Chief Nick
Edwards said, "The Internationalist is necessary and vital
to this campus" that has been oft-described as having its
own bubble.
The Internationalist originally asked ASUPS for
$5,000 for the initial issue and almost half of a second
issue. After being reviewed by the ASUPS Finance Board,
it was decided that $1,455 combined with The
Internationalist's $1,700 dollars (from four contributing
campus departments) would enable The Internationalist
to put out a first issue.
But the Finance Board, according to ASUPS Vice
President Tiffany Barrans and Finance Board Chair, wanted to support The Internationalist as much as they could.
"Could we as ASUPS finance give them more than
$1,455? The answer was yes, because of what they proved
to us, we felt that we could stretch approximately $700
past the $1,455,". Barrans said.
According to Edwards, the cost to print one issue of
The Internationalist is $3,155, which does not include the
cost of photos.
Following the Finance Board's decision, the proposal
was brought before the ASUPS Senate. The Internationalist
was well-received. An amendment, proposed by Senator
Jason Fieman, a senior, proposed that The Internationalist
receive $3,155 because of such overwhelming support
and also as insurance that the magazine would not die in
its infancy.
The docket with the amendment passed. The followSee INTERNATIONALIST, page 3
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CARDIAC CONGA—Members of the Chevy's Restaurant team erupt into spirited dancing at the starting line during
the American Heart Association's Heartwalk on Sept 20. UPS Greek houses Alpha Phi, Pi Beta Phi, Sigma Chi, and
Kappa Alpha Theta all participated and volunteered at the annual event, raising money for heart health awareness and
research.

UPS mourns loss of legend
By Logan Dancey
News Editor
When Joe Peyton passed away
from a brain tumor on July 2, 2003,
the University of Puget Sound lost
more than one of its greatest athletes,
it lost a beloved figure.
Peyton, who was 66 at the time of
his passing, graduated from UPS in
1967, and after a brief hiatus spent
teaching at Baker Middle School,
returned to Puget Sound as a professor and track coach for 29 years. To
this day, Peyton remains the only
African-American head coach in the
history of UPS athletics. His death
came only two weeks after he was
diagnosed with cancer. Peyton is survived by his wife, UPS Exercise
Science professor Roberta Wilson, his
two daughters, Jocelyn and Julia
Peyton, his two sisters, brother, two
grandchildren and countless friends.

Peyton's impact on the University
and the Tacoma community was
apparent when 1,500 people packed
Baker Stadium for his public memorial service.
Peyton's life began just outside
Monticello, Mississippi, in Peyton
Town, which is named after his large
family. He attended segregated
schools up until age 17 when he left
high school to follow his brother Ken
into the military; he later completed
his GED while serving in the army.
The desegregated army helped
Peyton escape the prejudices that pervaded the South during the 1950s.
When Peyton retired from the military reserves he had reached the rank
of major.
It was at Fort Lewis that Peyton
first introduced himself to the
University. A referee for one of
Peyton's military football games
noticed his athleticism and sent the

word to Puget Sound's Athletic
Director and head football coach.
After witnessing Peyton's abilities
first hand, UPS offered him a scholarship. Peyton quickly made his mark
on UPS athletics, earning 11 letters in
football, basketball and track.
Additionally, Peyton earned AllConference honors in all three sports
and was an All-American receiver.
His 39-year old long jump record still
stands at 24 feet 0.5 inches.
Few people, if any, made as big an
impact on UPS as Peyton did.
"Locally, I think he was synonymous with the University, and many
people thought more highly of the
University because of Joe," Peyton's
long-time friend, Professor Heidi
Orloff, said. Conversely, Peyton
thought quite highly of UPS. "I think
he's probably the single greatest
ambassador the athletics department

See Legend, page 4

Core changes enhance class selection
By Colleen Woodrow
News Writer
With the start of the new academic year,
the University of Puget Sound welcomed a
new class of students, a new president and
a new set of core requirements. The newly
revised core demands fewer units, introduces freshmen seminars, and allows more
flexibility in students' schedules.
Faculty discussions about a new core
system began in the 1995-1996 school year
and focused on increasing thematic courses,
particularly in first-year seminars, as well as
providing students an interesting introduction to a liberal arts education.
"In designing the new core, especially in
the new freshman seminars, the faculty
were very conscious about offering an exciting and interesting variety of topics and
themes of inquiry," Director of Academic

Advising Jack Roundy said.
After many proposals, the faculty decided to reduce the number of classes in the
core, enabling flexibility within student
schedules. The new core has only eight
units of study, including two first-year seminars, five courses in a variety of disciplinary "approaches," and an upper-level
interdisciplinary course called
"Connections." Also required is foreign language study and three upper-level courses
outside the student's major.
The seminars are limited to a class size of
17, admit only first-year students and allow
for students to research a specific topic in
greater depth.
Following its approval in May of 2001, it
took faculty and administration two years
to implement the revised program; in this
time, the faculty built the courses in content
and the administration was faced with the

conundrum of scheduling the new classes.
"We've implemented the new core as
quickly as time allowed, taking into consideration the time the faculty needed to
develop courses and the time that was
needed to design schedules that would
allow for the new core classes,"Associate
Academic Dean of Students Bill Barry said.
Once the new core was developed, the
administration faced the logistical challenge
of maintaining the "old core" for continuing
students as well as the "new core" for firstyear students. So far, the transition has seen
few problems.
"Really, the only place that students may
notice a change is in the size of classes. This
current term, we've managed to keep class
sizes about what they have been in the
past," Barry said. "While we are trying to
keep class sizes as small as they have been
in the past, some classes may have to

increase in enrollment because of the enrollment limits we have put on the freshman
seminars."
Many classes qualify for both the old
and the new core. "It was daunting at first
to run two cores side by side," Roundy said.
"In the end it became possible for us to
identify a large enough number of courses
that would fit into the old core and the new
core. It has not turned out to be a drain on
the University resources because the institution has not been obliged to create two separate curricula." Continuing students will
notice a phasing out of certain common
courses like English 101 and
Communication 101. Students will also see
increased faculty staffing to ensure there are
enough classes being offered to qualify
requirements under both sets of cores.

Colleen Woodrow is a sophomore.
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Campus venues expand with Rausch
Newly-renovated auditorium will host
student theater productions
By Megan Buscho

Assistant News Editor
This fall, students may notice advertisements for
upcoming events at a new space on campus: Rausch
Auditorium. Students may be familiar with Rausch
Auditorium, previously referred to as McIntyre 003. Very
soon this room will be fully renovated as a theater for
independent student theater productions, in addition to
its current use as the viewing space for Campus Films.
The process of renovating the Rausch Auditorium
began last spring. Many conversations about the room
finally resulted in the idea to turn it into a space for independent theater, which was eventually presented to
President Susan Resneck Pierce. McIntyre 003 was only
being used on the weekends for Campus Films.
"A couple of us had this idea and the more we talked to
people the more excited we got. We floated the idea to
Susan Resneck Pierce, and she said to put it in writing,"
Associate Dean of Student Services Houston Dougharty
said.
A proposal was created outlining the goals of the renovation, the reasons why the renovation was necessary and
the projected costs. The proposal recommended that
Rausch be turned into a "multi-use, flexible, functional,
comfortable, safe, and technically sound student performance and viewing space."
"The goal really is just to provide a space for students
who are passionate about film and theater. More and
more folks want to use the Rendezvous for theater, which
is just a crappy theater space, not very conducive for productions," Dougharty said. "It's great for playing pool,
hanging out. Rather than turning those folks away, we put
our heads together and realized we have the perfect space
available."
Phase one of the renovation is essentially complete and
includes a new stage area, stage lighting, house modifications with dimmer system, sound system and communication system and wiring upgrades. Phase one was funded with money designated by previous president Susan
Resnick Pierce. Once funds were allocated, Kurt Walls,
theater arts professor, was able to begin purchasing equipment for Rausch and recruiting students to help with the
renovation.
"I purchased all of the theatrical equipment and coordinated student labor to help build the backstage area,"
said Walls. "I really like the idea of having students work
on it because it really is their space and I want them to take
ownership of it."
In addition to the work that students put in over the
summer, a work study position, Rausch Auditorium
Manager, was added to the four other managerial positions under Kristi Maplethorpe, Assistant Director for
Student Services. The manager will be in charge of scheduling, ticketing and promotions.
Senior Wes Andrews, an active member of the inde-

pendent student theater
on campus helped in the
project over the summer.
"This space gives us permanence. It should make
student theater easier. It
will force student theater
to consolidate more and
think about schedules,"
Andrews said.
Phase two, which is
scheduled to begin over
winter break, will include
the removal of the chairs
currently in Rausch
Auditorium, the installation of the new chairs, as
well as asbestos removal
from ceiling and floors,
new flooring and aisle
lighting strips.
ASUPS agreed to
replace the old chairs
with new chairs at a cost
of $36,553, money allocated from Capital
Expenditures. The other
components of stage two
are being funded by various groups on campus.
"I believe that the new
chairs are a very important part of what students
would want. We made a
commitment to pay for
the chairs and once we
did that the money for
the other pieces of phase
two were provided,"
ASUPS President Darrel
Frost said. "This space is
filling a gap and is supJason Moy/ASUPS Photo Services
porting so many different
EN GUARD ON STAGE — Tom VanHeuvelen and Bekka Rosenbaum practice swordplay
programs. This is really a
on the newly remodeled Rausch Auditorium stage during rehersals for the "Town Crier" indecollaboration between
ASUPS and the pendant student theater festival. "Town Crier" will debut in Rausch Audotorium Oct. 9 and
University. It's a great have shows through Oct. 11.
way for students and
ment, but this is not going to be our second space. We
staff and ASUPS to work together."
A phase three has been discussed, which would include already have this kind of space," Walls said.
Despite fears, the project represents consensus builda tech booth and box office or concession stand area, but as
ing between many groups on campus.
of yet no plans have been made to move forward with
"The best thing about this project is the amount of colphase three.
Campus community members have expressed concern laboration between all of the different people on campus
to make this happen," Dougharty said. "Everybody wins.
that due to potential overuse of Rausch Auditorium the
There are no losers with this project."
intended use of the space may be forgotten.
"Town Crier," the first independent theater event will
"My fear is that the space is going to be very popular
and student theater will get pushed out by other events. occur in Rausch Auditorium on Oct 9-11.
• Sophomore Megan Buscho is majoring in English and P&G
This is a very desirable space. Some people in the comand
remains a sane senator despite turbulent Senate meetings.
munity see this as a second space for the theater depart-
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist, Fourteen years and
3000 students later. I don't
think anyone knows more
about. this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895
1 can answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
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Internationalist
ing Tuesday, however, it was vetoed by ASUPS
'President Darrel Frost with support from the Executive
Board, and Frost simultaneously re-submitted a new
docket proposing the original sum of $2,200.
"I wanted to make sure the discussion was fully
flushed out and ensure that the Senate was making an
informed decision, and the second reason was that I was
very much concerned with the amount of money," Frost
*said.
During the meeting, financial issues were discussed but not completely explained, leaving some
of the Senators, according to the ASUPS Executive
Board, uninformed of the current ASUPS financial
status.
Upon learning of the veto, the members of The
*Internationalist realized they needed the support of the
student body in order to make sure their organization
survived. That resulted in the release of two different flyers posted all over campus, saying that President Frost
had vetoed the Senate's decision.
Printed as they were, some felt as though they were
attacks on ASUPS and President Frost.
"I was really disappointed with the way The
Internationalist presented the information about the veto
to the student body. I feel that they didn't make all of the
information available and that they placed President

News 3

Frost in a bad light," Senator Greg Groggel, a sophomore,
said.
Editors of The Internationalist felt that the flyers accurately portrayed the situation.
"We feel there is absolutely no need to apologize for
our advertisements because we believe they maintain the
level of journalistic integrity that is required of most
major publications," Melissa Case, Executive Editor of
The Internationalist, said. "We were not offering blame,
but an opportunity to do something about the decision,
which is what made it appropriate. I feel very strongly
that elected officials are accountable for the decisions that
they make."
Fifty-four students attended the September la senate
meeting, many in support of The Internationalist. At the
meeting, Chou addressed the Senate and voiced the concern that if the Senate were to let the veto stand, it would
allocate half of what The Internationalist had originally
asked for.
"The $955 difference between what Finance suggested
and what the Senate approved would mean a world of
difference to the success of The Internationalist," Chou
said. Invariably, cutbacks will become necessary if The
Internationalist is levied so great an amount. But, strong
ideas require strong decisions to support them."
In the address, Chou pleaded with the Senate to rec-

ognize the club's importance.
"Though we (The Internationalist representatives)
appreciate events that clubs organize, and understand
your (ASUPS) desire to distribute funding as equitably as
possible, please recognize the fact that some groups have
the facility to affect more of the campus than others, and
this factor must be accounted for in the budget,"Chou
said.
In response to the debate, ASUPS Business Services
Director David Koppy pointed out that two weeks into
the fiscal year, including the $3,155 to go to The
Internationalist, ASUPS will have already spent approximately 25% of their $29,992 Finance Budget.
The finance budget is designated by ASUPS for funds
to be allocated to clubs and any students who want to
bring a program to campus or fund individual goals. All
other expenditures are locked in during April.
After a discussion where all points of the financial
issue were hammered out and the misconceptions clarified, the re-submitted docket and veto were both overridden by the required two-thirds majority vote.
"Frost was looking out for the interests of the student
body," said Groogle. While I support the overridding of
the veto, it will come at the expense of other students
seeking funding throughout the year."

Sophomore Marisa Liu is a FLIA major.

Light rail adds
to downtown
By Rachel Hynes

News Writer

Katie Deremigio/ASUPS Photo Services

COME ON RIDE THE TRAIN

—

New lightrail trains decorate downtown Tacoma and promise reliable

transportation from the theater district to the Tacoma Dome, free of charge.
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University of Puget Sound students might be able to ride light rail
from campus to downtown Tacoma-in 2030.
On August 22, 2003, the Sound Transit launched its free service
along the 1.6-mile track between 9th and Commerce Streets and the
Tacoma Dome. As the first modern streetcar in Washington State, it is
widely seen as a step in the right direction.
But with its staggering $80.4 million cost and resulting brief 8minute ride, it quickly became an object of ridicule. The Tacoma
News-Tribune has likened it to a "glorified toy train" and quipped
that instead of "The Link" its moniker should be "The Blink" because
if you blink, you'll miss it.
Students here at UPS are equally skeptical of its utility. Senior
Jenny Mizicko expressed a desire to try out The Link not for any
practical reason but because she observed the progress of its construction. However, since she no longer lives in the downtown area,
she admits, "there is no reason" for her to ride it.
David Evans' curiosity was also piqued by the highly visible construction downtown. His only interest would be the train to the
Tacoma Dome, where he can catch a commuter bus.to Seattle. "There
is no real incentive," he said. "Especially since I can catch a bus
straight to Seattle from that 9th Street station. "
Nevertheless, people are taking advantage of The Link. During a
weekday lunch hour last week, many people were enjoying the sleek,
comfortable streetcars.
"With our climate here in the Northwest, it sure beats walking,"
commented Sandy Wile, who works downtown. She was riding the
car to "get out of the office for a little while and try something new
for lunch." She thought the car was a great idea but acknowledged it
would be nice if it encompassed a larger area.
Plans to do just that are in the works. However, the funds recently appropriated by a U.S. Senate panel will be used to construct the
Central Link, a line between Seattle and the Sea-Tac airport. In time,
this track will unite with Tacoma's Link, offering direct light rail service from downtown Tacoma to downtown Seattle, but the projected
date for that is 2009.
The first extension to the Link we may see is to the Emerald
Queen Casino. The Puyallup Tribe has offered to fund an investigation into the possibility of an extension from Freighthouse Square to
the casino.
However, Kevin Phelps, Tacoma councilman and Finance
Chairman for Sound Transit, is confident we will soon move into
"Phase Two", which would extend the Link into the North End and
eventually connect with the UPS campus. He cited cities such as
Portland, whose Blue Line recently added four additional lines and
said that studies "absolutely find that once the people can see how
convenient and easy to use these lines are, they inevitably want to
expand them."
The Link is the newest installment in Tacoma's Destination
Downtown, a program aimed at revitalizing the city. Similar plans
are evident in numerous mid-sized cities across the country from
Davis, California to West Chester, Pennsylvania.
Tacoma has long lived in the shadow of Seattle, but an increasing
number of people are moving to Tacoma from Seattle, discovering a
life that is cheaper and just as enjoyable. Businesses occupy previously Vacant storefronts, old buildings such as the Harmon are being
renovated into trendy loft apartments, the Museum of Glass exhibits
works of art from around the globe, and people crowd the streets at
night, patronizing new bars and restaurants, such as the chic martini
bar 21 Commerce. The Link might now seem like a "toy train," but in
time it could prove to be an important part of Tacoma's development.

Rachel Hynes is a junior with a deep appreciation and respect for
Tacoma transportation.
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has ever had, and I think that's true of the University as
a whole," Robin Hamilton, Associate Director of Athletics,
and another dear friend of Peyton's, said.
Peyton's loyalty, humor and kindness made him one of
the most well-liked figures on campus. "The way he interacted with the President, the faculty, the facility worker,
they're all the same," track coach Mike Orecia said.
Peyton's friends speak of a man who was always willing
to help. "If you were in his circle of friends, nothing was too
much to ask of Joe, and he expected nothing in return,"
Orloff said.
His kindness extended beyond the UPS campus.
"We in the University community, don't have a good
comprehension of all the other people outside of our small
community that he impacted, the circle is just so wide,"
Hamilton said. Peyton greeted everyone with a smile and a
friendly demeanor. "When someone honked to wave at
him, h • smiled long before he saw who they were, and often
you'd say who was that?' and he'd say, 'I don't know,'"
Orloff said.
One of Peyton's great passions was Habitat for
Humanity, where he helped out with the run /walk
fundraiser. Habitat seemed to ascribe to one of Peyton's life
mottos: better now than later.
"Joe liked to see results. He liked the immediacy of getting something done and seeing it done," Wilson said,
Peyton remained loyal not just to his friends, but to the
University as well. "He was supportive through the good
years and the lean years," Hamilton said. "It just never
changed, he didn't waver at all in terms of his support for

UPS. He wasn't a bandwagon guy."
Track was his sport, and even after his retirement he
supported the program through volunteering. But Peyton
did not simply limit himself to helping out with track. "He
has just forever been a long-time supporter of the softball
program, but he was that way about everyone's program. I
would say the volleyball team felt the same way and the
basketball teams felt the same way" Hamilton said.
While helping out with athletic events offered Peyton a
way to stay in touch with the campus, he found other, less
public, ways of staying connected. After Peyton's retirement, former Athletic Director Dick Ulrich gave Peyton
keys to the Fieldhouse and the men's locker room. "At
home, we each had our own bathroom and Joe had to dean
his own bathrobm, and he didn't like cleaning the shower,
so he never showered at home, he always showered at the
Fieldhouse," Wilson said.
While his fun-loving attitude produced countless lighthearted stories, Peyton still commanded hard work and
diligence from his athletes. In his eyes, that hard work came
from the top down. "The athlete wants the direction of a
coach they can trust, a coach who provides them with
strength, inspiration and guidance. You, as a coach, must be
able to set a positive, cheerful example if you really want to
be successful as a coach," Peyton said at an NCAA Track
Coaching Clinic.
He was uncompromising in the integrity he expected
from his athletes.. "The rules applied to everybody no matter how good you were, or if you were the last one across
the finish line. He applied those rules very evenly," Wilson

said.
I
In the hospital, friends of Peyton had the chance to
return his years of kindness. Despite the short length of his
stay, Peyton received over 100 visitors to his hospital room.
"It was a big party in the hospital. I know at one time I
counted over twenty people in his room and standing in the
hallways," Wilson said.
Peyton rewarded each visitor with his trademark grin s
and remembered some small part of the relationship he had
with each of his guests. Wilson and Peyton also took great
joy in reading the hundreds of letters Peyton received while

ill.

Peyton retained his sense of humor despite the illness.
After a long night, near the end of his battle with cancer,
Hamilton offered to cook Peyton breakfast. His response? "I Ak
wouldn't eat your cooking when I was healthy, what made
you think I'd eat it now?"
Peyton's "better now than later" attitude carried over
into the final days of his life. He told a hospice worker, "I
talked to God, and God said to come when I'm ready, but
don't procrastinate." Forty-eight hours later, Peyton passed
away.
Peyton's memory will live on through the countless lives 4
he touched, both on and off the UPS campus. "Joe was the
abSolute very best at living his life. Obviously, I'm very saddened that he's not here," Hamilton said. "At the same
time, I can't think of anyone more qualified to move onto a
better place. He had no regrets, he didn't owe anyone an
apology" •
Logan Dancey is a senior majoring in P&G. 4

Remembering legendary maestro, lover of life
By Sarah Norris

Assistant News Editor
The music community at the University
of Puget Sound and the greater Tacoma
region has undoubtedly lost a masterful
musician and advocate with the death of
Edward Seferian. Seferian died June 7, 2003
at the age of 72, leaving a wife and three
children. For 40 years, Seferian conducted
the UPS string orchestra, symphony
orchestra and served as the professor emeritus of violin. Both enchanting and haunting his students, Seferian engaged his students in full musical immersion, driving
them to achieve higher levels of musicality
and even scaring some with his intensity.
Seferian will be remembered as an irreplaceable presence on campus.
Seferian's life was as colorful as his gregarious personality. Seferian began playing
the violin at age 4 and was known for his

accomplished artistry in high school.
Recruited by the highly competitive, prestigious Julliard School of Music, he received
full-ride scholarships for both his undergraduate and Master's work. Seferian
played at the White House for Presidents
Eisenhower and Truman, served as-associate Concertmaster for the Seattle Symphony
in the 1960s and was a traveling feature
artist for top national orchestras.
Seferian joined the UPS School of Music
in 1959, and many equate his 40 year tenure
with the current success of the UPS and
Tacoma Symphony Orchestras. "Seferian
built the Tacoma Symphony Orchestra and
ours. We owe much to that man,"Director
of the School of Music Dr. Keith Ward said.
Ward remembers Seferian as a terrific
recruiter with a well-deserved reputation
and an absolute passion for music. "He had
a commitment to teaching," Ward said.
"Whether it was a need for additional

passion to exposing local school children to
music. "Ed went a step further: he took the
orchestra into local schools."Benefactor of
the School of Music's concert hall and life- I
long friend and colleague of Seferian Bethel
Schneebeck said. Schneebeck fondly
remembered Seferian playing for children
in the handicapped wing of local Seward
Elementary School. "He sat on a little chair
and had the little ones take their shoes off
and played 'Turkey in the Straw' for them,"
Schneebeck said. "They could feel [musical] rhythm for the first time."
The UPS orchestra and wind ensembles
continue captivating area schools, in the
tradition of Ed Seferian, to this day.
Seferian made a lasting impression on
UPS and our community "He will be
remembered as one of the legendary professors of the School of Music," Ward said.

Sarah Norris is a senior majoring in
International Political Economy.

From the _pages of..
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coaching or a ride to the train station, he
gave to all."
Seferian both gave selflessly and expected a great deal from his students, and they,
in turn, loved him dearly. Lynn Bartlett
Johnson, an affiliate violin faculty member
for 13 years and student of Seferian remembers the crucial role he played in his students' lives.
"Seferian was very influential in my life.
Without him, I couldn't have achieved
what I did," Johnson said. "He was the person that made me believe I could audition
and win."
Apart from music, Ed Seferian was
noted as having a distinct, gregarious personality. With a love of cigars and jaguars,
many stories circulate about Seferian's love
for speeding and parking his jaguars at
will. "Ed loved life and lived it to its fullest,
Ward said.
With a joyful love of life came also corn-
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when they party

YOUNG ZELLER IS HURT IN PRACTICE GAME

is the average number of
drinks consumed at a party
abstain from alcohol

Puget Sound students know how

arty with care

would support another students
decision to call for medical
assistance in the event of possible
alcohol poisoning

The seven-year-old son of President Zeller wandered too
far from the bleachers Tuesday afternoon when the U.P.S.
squad was practicing football and was run over by a bunch
of big fellows who were watching the ball and not the boy.
Manager Waggoner hurried to the rescue and when the
blood and dust and tears were washed from the little fellow's
face no bones were found broken, but the lad's lower lip was
badly bruised and several teeth loosened. This was young
Mr. Zeller's first experience on the gridiron and as he was not
badly injured, he will probably be out again in a few days.

would call for assistance if
concerned that a friend might be
suffering from alcohol poisoning
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Don't take water for
granted in Northwest
By Casey Dillon

Opinions Writer
Walking around UPS, I've heard a lot of students complain about
unnecessary sprinkler use. Comments such as 'you shouldn't have to
water grass if you can sink into it,' or 'I can't believe that the sprinklers
are on while it's raining,' abound. Although I commend my fellow student's conservation-mindedness, I have to wonder how many of them
know where the water that so offensively spurts from the sprinkler head
comes from, if they know where it goes or how it is treated, and if there
is really even a need to conserve water in Tacoma in the first place.
There is a general understanding these days that water is a precious
natural resource, which is becoming scarcer, and that people around the
world should make an effort to conserve it. Although it is true that water
availability is a global dilemma, water issues are also locally specific. For
this reason, it is important to understand your own personal water supply.
The University's water supplier is Tacoma Public Utilities (TPU). TPU
serves all of Tacoma, parts of Pierce and South King County, and sells
wholesale to other local utilities. Surprisingly, in an era of increasing
reservoir shortages and water rights wars, TPU estimates that it will be
able to meet water demand from its clients for another thirty to fifty years
on its current system.
Compare TPU to Puget Sound Energy: a utility that provides water to
areas in King County. According to a July 14 article in the Seattle Times,
Puget Sound Energy was recently given permission from the state
Department of Ecology to sell 64.5 million gallons of water a day from
Lake Tapps to meet the growing demand for water in an area to the east
of Seattle. Lake Tapps is a residential lake, lined with houses and frequented by boaters; meaning that it is likely full of garden product runoff
and leaked oil and gasses. The fact that Puget Sound Energy is resorting
to using a residential lake as reservoir while TPU comfortably sells it's
excess water demonstrates the differences in water stress that occur only
a few miles apart.
The difference in water stress between the two regions owes perhaps
less to geography than to water rights. A primary cause for TPU's ability
IP to meet its client's needs with ease is the greater amount of water rights

•
•
•

See WATER, page 7

Letters to the

Editor
Internationalist's response
unprofessional,
inappropriate

what budget committee recommended (from
$2200 to $3150), and by many accounts the discussion leading into that vote was rushed and
confused.
I can only hope that last week's propaganda
is not the kind of discourse we are to expect
from this publication. As far as I am concerned,
this venture will debut burdened by a deficit of
intellectual credibility.

Joshua Haberman

To the Editor:
I was so relieved when Greg Groggel made
a final comment before the controversial vote at
Senate last Thursday. Groggel went on to join
six other senators in overriding Darrel Frost's
veto, which I think was a reasonable outcome
given the swell of student support. But Groggel
articulated exactly what was on my mind as I
sat at that meeting: the Internationalist's
response to the veto was unprofessional and
inappropriate. The fliers they posted the day
after the veto were extremely misleading and
reminiscent of the worst of the political world's
negative advertising. The ASUPS senators and
executives were flooded with letters from concerned students and faculty in support of the
Internationalist, but most of these letters were
written with the understanding that ASUPS
refused to fund this magazine at all, because
this is what the fliers led them to believe.
The injustice is that the leaders of the
Internationalist were rewarded for playing
dirty politics, and the Frost-Barrans administration emerges from the fiasco with egg on their
face when they were only exercising reasonable
fiscal prudence. The docket Frost vetoed had
been amended to increase the support 43% over

Thumb

Our view of life on campus

Accomplishments and resolutions from
the Greek Summit
Overusage of the term, "UPS
Bubble"
Return of the Combat Zone

•
Queen Anne Thriftway name
change
The new cash register lanes in
the SUB

No crosswalks on Union Ave.

Students disrespectful of
bathrooms
To the Editor:
I have a few questions, that I believe other
custodians have as well; firstly, what's up with
not flushing the toilets? Are people afraid of
germs on the flush valve? Can't you just make
it a point to wash your hands when you're done
with your business?
Secondly, when a custodian is cleaning a
restroom, why must you use the one they are
trying to clean?
Every building has more than one restroom,
so as a matter of respect, couldn't you simply
use another one?
Lastly, every act of vandalism and graffiti
isn't getting back at the administration or anyone else, it only causes e Facilities Staff to
work a little harder and keeps us from doing
more important or useful things instead!
So please, show us a little more respect, and
if you're stressed out, go for a walk or workout
at the gym and you will probably see a better
looking place in which to learn, live and worts.

—A disgruntled Facilities Staff person

11

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to
respond to articles or important issues by writing, a letter to the editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions section are
printed at the discretion of the editorial board. The Trail reserves the right to refuse anything that is submitted tor publication. Letters must he signed with a full name and phone number, should contain fewer than 300 words, and are due no
later than 5 p rn. on Mondays. Letters may be e-mailed to trail*ups edu or delivered through the mail to Campus Mailbox
1095.

It
The good weather
The portrait of Susan Resneck
Pierce in Wyatt.

Add your thoughts to the debate:

Vote in the online poll

How do you feel about the portrait of Susan Resneck Pierce in Wyatt?
It is a nice gesture after all she did for the University
I'd like to fit it with some "cement shoes" and throw it in "the Sound"
So that's where the endowment fund went...
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How did Resnet do cleaning the network?
Given the situation,
they did well, acting in
the best interest of the

still
reasonable

students

4.1

via

By Blaire Notrica

Opinions Writer
It would be easy to blame ResNet
for the virus infected network fiasco
over the past weeks. We could call
ResNet and its parent department, the
Office of Information Services (OIS)
models of inefficiency, but would that
be doing the situation justice? Of
course not.
The chaos ensued when the
MSBlast, Blaster and Nachi worms
inflected the university network was
disruptive indeed. We live in an age
where we are always connected to the
internet. Email and Instant Messenger
have become part of our daily routine.
Logic might dictate that having up to
date anti-virus software would be a
part of the fabric of modernity and
internet use.
The network outage was not isolated to the campus. From George Mason
University, to Brown, to the University
of Maryland, campus networks are
being flooded by viruses and worms.
Such is the curse of modernity and constant connection to the internet. We
should consider ourselves lucky that in
a week's time ResNet performed a
sweep of all campus residences in
order to flush all viruses from the system. They did this for free. The
University of North Texas is charging
students $30 for the same thing.
Furthermore, ResNet provided, several times, free antvirus software.
What sort of person throws away a free
gift that will actually help them and
others? Perhaps this crisis could have
beenavoided if students installed the
free software meant to expel viruses
from their computers? It wasn't like
students didn't know about the software. Flyers notifying students of how

to install the software were plastered
around the school like those peace
signs from last year's war protest.
They were everywhere. How could
you not see them? ResNet actually distributed the software on CD to every
campus mailbox. And for days the
mailroom was scattered with unused
CDs.
Before I go on sounding like a
pedantic nutcase with a newspaper
column, I would just like to say that I
was perhaps one of the most vocal critics of the crisis. Like the rest of the
campus I was thoroughly unconvinced
without access to e-mail. I could not
approve my timesheet for work and I
could not add or drop classes. Then
again, I installed the software on my
shiny new laptop. It was the first thing
I did. Why did I do this? Maybe it was
because ResNet asked me to. Maybe it
was because I wanted a virus-free computer. Maybe I wanted to be considerate to the other students who use the
campus network. Regardless, .I was
grateful to ResNet for providing me
with the free (free!) software.
Yes, the network outage was inconvenient. Such is the inconvenience
when a paperless system is rendered
inaccessible. Perhaps the sweep could
have been expedited quicker and easier. Perhaps OIS did indeed sweep all
the campus computers and perhaps
they did it for free. Perhaps we should
be grateful for the service provided by
ResNet. And perhaps, next time we
are provided with free software that
might better our own computer and
the computers of others on the network, we should install it.

Because they have
a monopoly, they had
no incentive to work
quickly

the
classical
liberal

By Morgan Johnson

Opinions Writer

O

Religion Major Blaire Notrica likes his
gin cold and his piano hot.

"How long were you without internet access?" Ask this question of anyone who lives on campus and you'll
likely procure a lachrymose story of
just how bad it was without their "precious" (my apologies to J.R.R. Tolkien).
Ask this question of those living off
campus, however, and no tears will be
shed.
Now, at first I was unbothered, as I
planned to get a cable modem, and
split it amongst my housemates, as
was my habit for the past two years off
campus. Much to my horror, while
Click Network offers cable TV on campus, they don't offer cable Internet. My
only other option is dial-up, but that
would tie up the phone line, which my
roommate might object fo.
The University of Puget Sound has
a monopoly on broadband Internet
access for anyone living on campus. So
do many other colleges and they also
suffered the same problems from the
same virus. The fact that UPS is not
unique fails to make the practice justifiable. Ask yourself, "Why is UPS in
the Internet Service Provider (ISP)
business at all?" Is UPS somehow better at it than AOL, Comcast, or Click
Network's? Did Comcast cut off everyone's access until they could rid user
machines of viruses? Did AOL? Did
anyone in the private sector?
When I called ResNet, I was
informed, "you're our customers and
we'd be happy to hear your suggestions," which sounds awfully customer-oriented. Except when I started
asking about whether any portion of
my ResNet fee would be refunded due
to the fact that I went two weeks without access, to which the response was

"probably not, because the students
caused the problem." When AT&T
Broadband went down (as it infrequently did) I was remunerated for the
days I didn't have access. UPS does not
have to refund our money; monopolies,
do not, because monopolies know you
have no choice.
But, is not the massive shutdown of
all residential campus Internet access
the students' fault for having computers infected with viruses? Sure enough
it is, so how come only college ISPs •
were blaming their "customers" for the
problems their network was having?
Because businesses don't blame the
customer; you lose customers that way.
But UPS has spent hundreds of
thousands of dollars on its network; it
seems kind of silly to just flush all that in
money down the toilet! Those are sunk ' 141
costs my friend. The money is gone.
The question is, will you sink even
more money and more resources into
the campus network, which will
always block access to services you
desperately want, but that they refuse
to provide?
When was the last time you were
able to download music? Or how
about share a file over AIM? ResNet
blocks these things that private companies do not. Given the choice, which
would you rather have? Aye, there's
the rub. What choice?
The University is well-equipped to
teach students, it does that job well.
The University is not an effective ISP,
and cannot provide better service for
less money than the private sector.
Give students the choice: let the mar411
ket in.

a

Senior Morgan Johnson is an avid
Monopoly fan.

Lunge yourself at a bus, driver
By Whitney Mackman

Opinions Writer
Last weekend I decided to immerse
myself in the local community and "do the
Puyallup." I haven't been to a fair in a
number of years and was quite excited to
ride the swings, eat sweet roasted corn,
and let my inner child out. A few friends
and I decided to take the bus in order to
avoid the parking frenzy and endless traffic jams. We waited for Bus 16 at the stop
outside the Fieldhouse; four girls all standing directly underneath the bus sign. We
let out a small cheer when the bus rounded the corner, reached into our bags to get
out the $1.25 and looked up to see the bus
speeding past us. By the time we realized
that we had just been rejected, the bus was
gone. It's only a bit deceiving how the bus'
title was UPS-TCC and apparently the joke
was on us. Luckily, a few of us have cars
and we were able to drive to Tacoma
Community College and catch the
Puyallup bus.
However, I was on a mission driven by
rage and I was not about to let this incident
slide. As soon as we got to TCC, I ran up to
the bus in question and politely attempted
to engage in a conversation with its driver.
I would like to think of myself as a wolf in
sheep's clothing because despite my pleasant appearance and tone, I was ready to
take a snap at that man's ass. After ignoring my first attempt, I threw manners to
the curb and refused to let this man blow
me off again: "Well, then, can you please
tell me why you drove right past the bus
stop?"

that's
a
shame
The driver replied, "In my defense,
ma'am, it looked to me like four college
girls standing around talking. Usually people make a motion toward the bus so we
know they are going to ride it. I can't just
stop every time I see people standing
around to make sure they are going to ride
the bus."
Ludicrous? Yes. But wait, there's more.
He proceeded to ramble on about how a
bus driver will get fired if he's early
because then the punctual person will miss
the bus, but that buses can always be late.
A few things crossed my mind at this
point. Number one: won't a bus driver get
fired if he does not pick up the people at
the bus stop? Number two: if you just
drive right past scheduled stops and do n't
ask the people standing there if they are
riding, won't you be early to your next
stop? Number three: what are the chances
that four college girls just happened to
stop and chat directly under damn bus
sign? Let me repeat, DIRECTLY UNDER
THE BUS SIGN!
I cannot even begin to understand the
train of thought, or lack thereof, of the
lovely driver of bus 174. You drive a bus;
you are supposed to stop at your stops and
pick up the people that are waiting there. I
feel like this is a simple task, so really ,

what are you thinking? And, as I have
most recently found out, I am not the only
victim of this hideous crime. Other UPS
students, including Heather Herrod, were
passed at that exact bus stop Molly Downy
and Julia Marie were passed in the pouring
rain, at a different stop, but by the same
bus 174. What are the reasons behind this
incident? Must we really lunge toward the
curb so the bus driver knows we want a
ride (suggestion made by the previously
mentioned bus driver)?
I called Pierce Transit and spoke with
one of the Assistant Managers, Diane
Brown. She was very receptive to my complaint and agreed with me that it is inexcusable to ignore patrons and unacceptable to make assumptions about their
plans. They are sending me an email after
they speak with the bus driver, but I highly doubt it will contain anything of importance following my personal conversation
with him. Brown asked that we "don't let
that represent the entire agency and the
service we provide." I have to admit
though, that I will always harbor bitter
feelings toward that wicked bus and its
rude driver.
A little piece of advice: if you really
have somewhere to be, either allow time
for possible rejection or simply make a
large sign that announces your presence
and desire to get on the bus. (If you have
had a similar incident, Pierce Transit
would like to know. Contact them at: 1800-581-8016)

Sophomore Whitney Mackman has a knack
for harmless rage.
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Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11am-12am
11am-1am
12pm-1am
12pm-12am

Monday Night Football Special
Buy two 16" pizzas and get a
FREE 2-liter Coke product*
Thursday-Friends Special
Buy a 12" pizza and get a
FREE bowl of ice cream*
*offers valid only during the Monday Night
Football game and the Friends show hour.
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Fair Trade logo brewed weak
By Michael Allen
Opinions Writer
Since the Fall of 1997, Diversions
Café has graced the campus with a
coffee-menu that stems directly from
Fair Trade products, allowing us to
get our dose of caffeine at midnight
and maintain some semblance of
smart consumerism. However, in
they the last decade, the market for
Fair Trade coffee has expanded, and
pressures to increase sales threaten to
undermine the progress that label
has made in the lives of poor farmers.
Current regulations of the
Fairtrade Labeling Organization
International (FLO) permit coffee
sellers to use the Fair Trade label if
they pay producers a minimum price
(sometimes three times market price)
for their coffee. However, the focus
of the FLO, and its American branch,
Transfair USA, has been closer to the
spirit of the regulation, and not the
writ. Beyond the commercial means
to increase the livelihood of farmers,
Fair Trade Certification has generally
been accompanied with education
on business building, contacts, and
expertise for farmers in developing
countries. Fair Trade companies
have been able to allow poor producers to expand their business and
some have been able to move away

Water
the utility has. TPU has water
rights to pump water from the Green
River and wells in the Green Water
Shed,(a 147,295 acre bowl shaped
valley that begins near Enumclaw
and extends into Stampede Pass)
and from local wells in Tacoma. If
need be, these sources can collective+ ly provide 206 million gallons in a
day, more than enough to ensure that
Tacoma's water source is in no
immediate jeopardy.
Equally important to understanding where one's water comes from is
understanding where it goes when it
is finished being used. Waste water
from toilets, storm drains, sinks and
other sources eventually has to go
somewhere, and how that waste
water impacts the environment is
just as crucial as how its original
removal does. Pierce County Public
11 Works and Utilities has a top quality
water treatment center known as
Chambers Creek Wastewater
Treatment Plant. It was actually recognized in 1996 by the EPA and
received a national first place award
for an outstanding operations and
maintenance program.
Chambers Creek Wastewater
Treatment Plant is located on the
water south of the Narrows Bridge
and Fox Island. Wastewater is treated in two steps. In the first step the
majority of solid matter is removed.
In the second step air 85-90% of pollutants are removed and microorganisms are added to the water to
eat up harmful organic matter.
Remaining solids and microorganisms are allowed to settle in a sedimentation tank, separating from the
rest of the water. The water is then
disinfected with chlorine and discharged into the Puget Sound.
I'm sure that chlorine is no good
for the marine environment, nor the
remaining 10-15% of pollutants, but
on the whole the water coming out
of Chambers Creek is probably a lot
cleaner than waste water which
doesn't make it to the treatment
plant. Runoff containing pesticides
and fertilizers that makes it to the
Sound before being intercepted by a
storm drain is likely far more harm-
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quixotic
knight
errant
from agriculture altogether.
The popularity of the name brand
has created a strong market niche
that has attracted the eye of larger
corporations. Starbucks has added a
Fair Trade coffee section to their
products, and Proctor & Gamble
(owner of Millstone and Folgers)
recently declared that it will soon
carry Fair Trade products as well.
However, both brands will have less
than 1% of their total stock Fair Trade
Certified.
The corporate move to the Fair
Trade market creates problems for
the business as a whole. First, traditionally, groups devoted to Fair
Trade also work to improve the selfreliance of coffee producers. Yet selfreliance is antithetical in the pursuit
of profits, so corporations will likely
abide by only the minimal commercial regulation for the Fair Trade
label that is, purchasing coffee, but
not providing educational services.
This locks coffee producers into the
production side of the market.
The argument for allowing larger

corporations to enter the market is
that there are increased profits going
to producers. However, more businesses will have the opposite effect.
The increased supply in the market
will force down the price of Fair
Trade coffee and inevitably hurt
independent producers.
A solution to this situation is to
encourage the spirit of the FLO by
adding a clause to the regulations
requiring a company to provide contact building and information services to producers if they want to use
the Fair Trade label. This, while not
binding corporate practices, facilitates the direction the organization
was hoping to go in. The need for
clarity in what "Fair Trade" should
look like is especially important now
as Natural Foods Merchandiser discloses, soon there will be Fair Trade
cocoa, chocolate, honey, mangoes,
bananas, cut flowers, rice, sugar,
orange juice and more. Coffee will be
the example by which all future
products enter the market.
Hopefully, Diversions will continue to be a place where each cup will
encourage just trading relationships;
not simply fair pricing.

Junior Michael Allen and debate partner Michael Severeid are competing this
weekend in an exclusive 12-team round
robin.
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How do you feel Resnet
handled the campus
computer sweep?

"I think they did
the best they could.
I thought it was
ridiculous that the
library ports were
still open."
Anne Krieder
Sophomore

"I think it could
have been anticipated."
Taylor Hallbick
Junior

Continued from page 5

ful. Also, the solid waste that ions per minute on medium speed.
Chambers Creek removes from the That is really quite a lot of water,
wastewater meets all local and feder- especially if one follows their denal regulations for use on land appli- tist's advice and brushes for the full
cation sites; it doesn't have to be three minutes. The shower in my
dumped in a big hole in the ground house uses four gallons per minute
on medium speed. The difference,
somewhere.
On the down side, Chamber's then in taking a ten minute shower
Creek is only capable of processing and a twenty minute shower is forty
an annual average flow of 21.1 mil- gallons of water.
Due to the facts that Tacoma is in
lion gallons per day, and the center's
website admits that larger facilities little danger of water shortage, and
and additional land for its byprod- that its wastewater treatment site of
quality, one might wonder if they
ucts are needed.
Once a person understands should even make an effort to conwhere the water they consume serve at all. Although TPU is in a
comes from and where it goes after good position now, it has predicted a
they've soiled it, they should ask time within our lifetimes when it
themselves how much of an impact will need access to more water if curthey have on it. Many people feel rent trends continue. Puget Sound
that as an individual their actions Energy, facing that situation now,
have little or no impact, that compa- has resorted to using water from a
nies and government are the areas less than pristine lake, and the effects
of this use have potentially detrithat can really affect things. When it
comes to TPU, this is not the case. Of mental consequences.
According to a July 31 article in
the 89,550 clients TPU has, 83,803
the Seattle Times, White River, which
live either in a house or an apartment (Fifty seven of which belong to feeds Lake Tapps, is already plagued
UPS). TPU sells more water to resi- by ecological troubles such as high
dential customers than it does to water temperatures and alkalinity. It
has been argued that a reduction of
companies.
So what is the typical UPS stu- water flowing downstream from the
dent consumption anyway? dam will only aggravate these trouIndirectly, students consume water bles. The health of White River is
for University maintenance. Bill important because it is home to
Davis, the UPS Technical Assistant many species, including the Chinook
for Maintenance and Project salmon, which is listed under the
Management, informed me that I Endangered Species Act. Green
most of the dorms and academic River also provides a habitat for
buildings are heated by steam. Two salmon. It is true that TPU complies
boilers which produce this steam with federal regulations to ensure
were fired up last week. UPS also the health of the salmon in Green
consumes a fair amount of water in River, but the Lake Tapps example
the SUB kitchen, and for the infa- shows how governmental regulamous maintenance of the grounds. tions can weaken when public needs
Students can't do much to alter these for resources increase.
indirect uses; they have much more
Hopefully after reading this artipower over direct consumption, i.e. cle people know more about their
shower length, how often they do water supply than the fact that it
loads of laundry, whether they turn comes out of the faucet when they
the water off while brushing their turn the handle. With this information, they can make their own deciteeth, etc.
To put some of these impacts into sions about whether or not to make
perspective, measuring how much personal efforts to conserve.
water is lost per minute in the showCasey Dillon is a sophomore who
er or at the sink. The bathroom sink
turns off the water while brushing her
at my house runs at a rate of 1.5 galteeth.

"1 guess they did
the best best they
could."
Grahm
Shackelford
Freshman

"About as badly as
it could have been
run without actucally being run by
a preschooler."
Ryan Moore
Senior

"They worked as
hard as humanly
possible."
Sarah Fillez
Sophomore

"Yey for LINUX!"
Stephen Morita
Senior

Tho Can-mu,: 13,1,:a is by Ca.trw Vat CritTito
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Virsity Crew Girls Bring NI

By Asia Wright
Opinions Co-Editor

iensang with anttapatton, uneasy shifting, thoughts
already racing even before the race has begun. Oars wait for a white flag, and
one word: 'row.' When it does come, there is a flutter of movement, a fury of
water. Each oar's connection with the water is a message. Leaders are separated from the followers by definitive strokes. Anxiety and pain fade in nine athletes as the crew realizes that the impossible is in reach...
For the women's varsity crew team the entire season came down to one race: the 2003 NCAA
Rowing National Championships, in Indianapolis, Indiana, last May.
Receiving the bid was the highlight of a victorious season, one in which records were made
and then broken and the Lamberth Cup was reclaimed from Pacific Lutheran University after a
five year absence in the boathouse.
In the Division Three event, six schools are awarded bids based on regatta results throughout
the spring season. Puget Sound was the only school from the West Coast to be selected; the United
States Coast Guard Academy, 'Trinity College, Ithaca College, Colby College and Wellesley College
also received bids to compete in the championships.
Each school brings two boats made up of eight rowers and a coxswain to the Championships.
After a series of qualifying heats and repechages the boats compete in petite and grand finals.
"It was a bit intimidating at first," junior Amanda Karr said. "We didn't know what the other
five schools were going to put on the table. However, the other teams had never raced us, so they
did not know what to expect from us. As the coach put it, we were 'the dark horse from the
West.–
However, the first and second boats held their own against the East Coast schools. The first
boat won its heat with a time of 7:06:13 overtaking Coast Guard in the sprint to automatically qualify for the grand final.
"As we raced, I realized that we weren't going to get last," junior Elizabeth Wilber said. "I
began to think, 'hey, we can do this — we could win this. –
On the second day of competition, both boats had strong races despite rowing against winds
reaching 32 mph. In a photo finish
and a time of 6:47:68, the first eight
edged out Coast Guard and
Wellesley in the last 250 meters to
take silver in the grand final. The second eight placed fourth in the petite
final with a time of 7:09:03, two seconds behind Colby winning both the
first eight event and team competition.
"That day, we proved ourselves;.
We proved that we, the only West
Coast school, deserved to be there,"
Karr said. "Our results at Nationals
silenced the teams who daimed we
didn't deserve our bid."
The placings of both boats contributed to a team point score that
earned UPS second place status in the
team competition.
"As we were saying goodbye to the other teams I remember one team saying, 'see you next
year' and I was surprised at first and then really elated to realize that that was how these other
teams saw us," Wilber said.
Being invited to go to Indiana to represent the West Coast was the realization of a series of goals
that the team had made early in the season.
"It felt like this season, more than any other season, I've rowed. We were all really dedicated
to the team and to each other," junior Lindsey Rue said. "Skipping practice wasn't really an option,
and I think that through our dedication we pushed each other to work even harder for our goals."
However, the crew team has not always enjoyed favorable years.
In past seasons, injuries and 5 a.m. practices have taken their toll on the team roster. A large
turnout in the fall has dwindled by springtime, making it hard to enter multiple boats in events.
"I hope that the (season's) results will mean more rowers will stick with it and make the UPS
crew program stronger," 2003-2004 junior Co-captain Jessica McCullough said.

ig

This year the squad was able to field two
women's varsity boats, a feat that factored into the
realization of many of the team's goals.
"I have a lot of respect for my teammates — I'm
surrounded by awesome athletes, who push
themselves past limits on a daily basis,"
McCullough said. "Nobody on the team is afraid
of pain or of doing something they thought previously impossible."
As well as turning to each other for inspiration
and support, the team credits much of the season's
success to the motivation provided by head coach
Sam Sanford Taylor.
"He knows how to find what's inside us that
makes us want to push harder, even when we
think we can't," McCullough said.
One of the key factors that translated into wins
on the water was the dynamics of the teammates
in the boats.
"I attribute any success we had this year in
our boats, within our team, and especially at
Nationals to the friendships on
the team," junior and 2002-2003
Co-captain Robin Francis said.
It is the connection with teammates on and off the water that
attracts athletes like Karr to the
sport and contributes to the success of the season.
"Nothing defines teamwork
better than rowing together with
eight other girls," Karr said.
"Everyone within that Pocock
shell has to have the same
rhythm, the same amount of
energy, the same enthusiasm
for the sport."
Being in tune with teammates is important in any
sport, however, in crew it is
essential for the athletes to
perform in sync, or the balance of the boat
can be thrown off.
"I think there must have just been something good that clicked in our boat," Rue
said. "It's not like we didn't have our issues,
because of course we did, but somehow
we all came together this spring and were
able to push for this as one."
Admittedly the bonds that bind fellow rowers also divide them from the
rest of the campus.
"We're just those weird kids (who)
always hang out together, throw parties

As we raced, I realized
that we weren't going to

get last. I began to think,
'hey, we can do this

—

We could win this.'
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that are slightly less exdusive than the swimmers,
talk about stroke rates and ergs, and are always
falling asleep in class," Rue said.
Some students believe Crew is an organization
on campus that has gained a particular reputation
and that it invokes a common response when
someone tells one they are on the crew team.
"People at UPS have a misconstrued idea of
rowing. They think that it is a cult," sophomore
Jennifer Jura said. "Crew is a unique sport that is
very demanding. I do
not think a lot of people understand the
hard work and sacrifice many of us go
through."
Money, time, jobs,
schoolwork and
other pursuits often
come into conflict
with team members' practice and
participation.
"Not to say that
the other sports are
not as demanding
," Jura said. "Any
sport is difficult,
but crew is very dependent on everyone and
mentally, it is very demanding. Your head has
to be in every practice and race or it could
affect the boat and the outcome for everyone."
Still the characterization that crew is not a
real sport and its members are rowdy nuisances continues. The crew stereotype
was illustrated in a Trail sports commentary last spring, criticizing the nature and
actions of crew members during the
team's annual ergathon fundraiser in
Marshall Hall.
"Maybe after Nationals we'll get
some more credit, but that seems unlikely," Rue said. "Crew's not a very visible
sport at UPS since we practice off campus while everyone else is still
asleep."
In addition to the general stigma
the sport can receive, the Logger
women faced some skepticism in
regards to their chances and potential of competing in the NCAA
Rowing Championships this past
summer.

(back

Elizabeth Wilbur

"Everyone was so pessimistic about it; I think so we wouldn't get our hopes up. So when we
got it I was purely shocked," McCullough said. "We wanted to prove everyone wrong, especially
PLU and the coaches' polls."
The experience of Nationals may help to change the misunderstandings as well as the lack of
interest in Crew as a sport
"I hope now we will get more recognition for our skill, which includes more fans at regattas
and better publicity," Francis said.
For others, the change in the community's awareness has already begun.
"I think, lately, people have shown more respect for us, and a lot of people have shown interest in what we're doing out there." McCullough said. "It's appreciated."
Yet, misconceptions
that non-rowers have
about crew and its athletes still persist
"I don't think too
many people understand
how complicated and difficult rowing is," Francis
said. "Especially the job of
the coxswain. No, they
don't just yell at the rowers to go faster."
Perhaps the sport is
misunderstood because it
seems incomprehensible
that someone would get
up at 4:30 am every morning, subject themselves to
the elements and blister-creating workouts while wearing spandex.
But, to the women on the crew team, the reason is simple.
"I row because watching the sun come up over Mt. Rainier every morning while doing the
sport I love most with the friends I love most makes me speechless," Francis said. "I row because
I know that there are eight other people in my boat with the exact same goals as me and who have
the same skills/desires needed to get us there."
For others it is the rush or euphoria generated during and after a race that hooks rowers.
"The pleasure of success after so much pain, the feeling of power in the boat, that kind of feeling is addictive," Rue said.
Rue has tried to quit at least two times since she started rowing during her high school years,
but keeps finding herself drawn back to the sport.
Despite both physical and mental challenges, the experiences and memories derived from
crew results in many athletes returning for more.
"Crew makes your life different because it, like anything that you give a lot of time to, requires
a ton of dedication," Wilber said. "Waking up every morning is hard but there's something about
the team and about being out on the water that makes me keep doing it"
"I just think it (crew) is a beautiful sport, truly the 'symphony of motion' it has been described
as," McCullough said. "When the boat picks up speed and I get in the zone where all I hear is the
coxswain and the oars clicking simultaneously, sometimes I feel like we're going to fly."
After last season many of the teammates have come away with some lessons learned from
crew that can be applied to everyday life.
"Something I took from the season: size doesn't matter," Karr said. "I often found myself being
intimidated by the size of our opponent. What I learned, though, is it's not about size. It's about
speed. It's all about who gets to the line first, no matter how big or small you are."

I attribute any success

we had this year in our boats, within our
team, and especially at Nationals

to the friendships on the team.
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"Ghostbusters": a Hollywood
tribute to Reaganomics
By Davey Young

A&E Guest Writer
The year was 1984, and there was a big brother of a different sort, the very pinnacle of consumerism. Yes, it was the Stay-Putt Marshmallow
Man, that delectable white giant who toasted to a
golden brown in the hearts of Americans everywhere. Back then, sexual harassment was still just
scoop
flirting, and the cocaine jokes didn't go ever anydu
one's head.
Ah, Ghostbusters. The movie that wasn't
jour
afraid to present male chauvinism as a legitimate
counter-argument to feminism, (Bill Murray).
Ah, Ghostbusters. The movie that shamelessly employed the token
black guy (Ernie Hudson) to make up for the other, peripheral, black
characters (maid, min. 32; prisoners 2-8, min. 71). Ah, Ghostbusters.
The movie that gave men everywhere the fantasy of getting head from
a ghost (min. 41).
But all trivialities aside, Ghostbusters was more that just the pinnacle of Hollywood in the '80s, it was a stunning tribute to the economics of Ronald Reagan, and the beginning of a legacy. I challenge
anyone between the ages of 18 and 25, male, female, or otherwise, to
look me in the eye and tell me they never owned a GhostbustersTM
backpack, a GhostbustersTM lunchbox, or a set of GhostbustersTM pajamas. (Sidebar: Wearing ghosts on your clothes at the age of 7 really
can be scary.) Can you honestly tell me that you never caught an
episode of Ghostbusters the cartoon one Saturday morning of your
childhood?
Noble reader, spare me your indolence, I implore you. There is a
point that must be conveyed. Ghostbusters the movie was one of several with the primary intention of capitalizing on the economic boom
of the 1980s in America. The technology sector was blooming, and
Reagan's Star Wars program was in full swing, so why not make a
movie filled with gadgetry and the best special
effects of the day?
Saturday Night Live was
becoming a household
name, so why not buy a
script co-written by Dan
Akroyd, and recruit the
talent of Bill Murray?
People of all generations
were spending like mad,
so why not utilize
shameless product placement from consumables
such as Twinkies,
Cheese-its, New Coke
URRAY DAN AYKROYD
and Budweiser? Not to
%COUR NEY WEAVER
mention the absurd
amount of cigarettes
smoked throughout the
ruetOtOacp,
film. (Another sidebar:
.s314..x; PAN* RA N% CRAE.91
'040,40.4f1 kt•
drink a shot for every
HAIOLI> RAM IS RICK M ORANIS
go,v0W0t.
atagAtaltm toomusltn .
cigarette you see a
v.34,10 Ky.:04s
XXV MOAK
UAW rmisttP4
mo.01V..01 rs 4 ,A
Ghostbuster smoke and
3.10,14.krotttb..11014CADXANSei
a ro,*: or mt.,:
you will not remember
Photo courtesy httpl /www.filmsite.org/ghos.html
anything past Slimer's
RONNIE, WHO YA GONNA THANK?
introduction at the hotel.
Add in all the other characters and you'll want to make it beer.) Egon is the only Ghostbuster
who does not smoke, but who wants to be Egon?
Ah, Ghostbusters. The movie that went for the nod from big tobacco when the Academy frowned. Ghostbusters, the movie that helped
propel the Cold War well into the 80s (mushroom cloud, min. 94). Ah,
Ghostbusters. The movie that vilified the Environmental Protection
Agency.
Ronnie, Ronnie, Ronnie; Proctor & Gamble may have helped get_
you into office, but did you ever SIOP14tharik Egon, Ray Peter and
Winston? I know yo.nmay not remember reading anything before this
sentence, but I entreat you, there's allays time to thank those who
helped you along the'inray
.Ditthey Young is q senior.who longs nostalgically for 80's films.
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Eating Disorder talk dispells myths

•

•

California Dietetic Association and
the California State Department of
Education. Mr. Smeltzer is a teacher
at Napa Valley Community
College; Mrs. Smeltzer is a counseling psychologist and has started a
program on bully education in high
schools. They spend one week per
month traveling to present Andrea's
Voice.
Mrs. Smeltzer sees eating disorders as products of both Western
culture and the American media.
Surprisingly, the United States does
not have the highest number of eating disorders per capita — Japan
does. Mrs. Smeltzer explains
Japan's place at the top by its characteristically Western propensity to
busy themselves with purposeless
goals, just like the United States.
Photo courtesy www.andreasvoice.org
Andrea's parents believe
THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS —Andrea's Voice, a presenWestern media exacerbates the eattation given by the parents of dead bulemia victim Andrea
ing-disorder problem by creating
Smeltzer, discussed how eating disorder victims can appear
images that "only percent of the
healthy on the outside but are in reality dying inside.
population could even hope to ever
reach." Her antidote to combat this
By Kathleen Sullivan
diseased media is encouraging children to develop
A&E Editor
a media savviness at a young age. Mrs. Smeltzer
exhorts children to nurture a healthy skepticism
Andrea Smeltzer was an R.A at Pitzer College
about images of skinny women and air-brushed
in California. She worked as a campus tour guide. men on magazine covers.
At a school of 750 students, virtually everyone
Mrs. Smeltzer suggests the exercise of telling
knew Andrea's face.
kids to write down ten people that they love, and
What most students didn't know was that then ask them why they love these people. "Is it
Andrea, like one in four college women, was con- because they are skinny? Do you love them •
sumed by a serious eating disorder. She had fall- because they are skinny? Children must realize
en prey to bulemia. On July 16,1999, Andrea died that it's what's on the inside that counts."
from an electrolyte imbalance caused by this disBoth Mrs. and Mr. Smeltzer believe that parents
ease.
must teach their children a different approach
Four years later, her parents, Doris and Tom,
towards food. Parents should give children the
tell their daughter's story through Andrea's Voice, control over two very important questions: if and
a presentation that UPS was fortunate enough to
how much. Children should always have the
hear on Wed., Sept. 24 in the Rotunda. The pres- ablility to decide whether or not they want to eat,
entation aimed at eradicating cultural eating-dis- and they shouldn't feel as though they must lick
order myths and providing intimate testimonies
their plate clean. Mrs. Smeltzer feels that when
from Andrea's personal letters, poems, and diary parents take away these two integral powers, they
entries.
simultaneously give children a tool of manipulaAndrea's Voice inadvertently began in July tion. The Smeltzers cite the "food as a reward or
1999, only two weeks after Andrea died. Pitzer bribery"mentality as both a cultural and familial
College Student Body Services asked the shortcoming.
Smeltzers to speak with the campus and help the
Andrea's Voice hopes to delete the misundershocked students cope with Andrea's death.
stood idea that eating disorders are soley about
Because the director was so impressed and
food. By sharing this intensely difficult experience
touched by the Smeltzers' presentation, he added
and educating their audience, Andrea's parents
them to a national listing for those willing to share raise the discussion about eating disorders to a
experiences about eating disorders. In the imme- more complex level and challenge students to
diate wake of their daughter's abrupt death, the think about one of the most common but hidden
Smeltzers gracefully accepted this challenge and
illnesses that plague college campuses.
have been offering touching insight ever since.
Four years down the line, Andrea's Voice has
spoken at a Congressional briefing alongside
Kathleen Sullivan is pleased with her decision to
Senator Hillary Clinton. The Smeltzers have lob- switch from hard contact lenses to soft.
bied for national mental health parity, the
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Pretty Girls trump indie rock scene
board interludes displace fierce sections of
unadulterated punk
revelry as each idea is
twisted and transfigured into section after
contrasting section;
watching Pretty Girls
live is like seeing a
sign in the airport that
says "Welcome" in 100
different languages.
The thematic unity
throughout their wildly diverse sonic textures makes their set
feel as much like a
symphony as a punk
show.
Discarded members of indie trump
cards such as Kill
Sadie, Sharks Keep
Moving, and the
Murder City Devils, as
well as perhaps half a
Photo courtesy www.prettygirlsmakegraves.com
PUNK-Y BREWSTER BURIES COMPETITION—Charismatic, uncensored, and
dozen others, provide
unashamed, Pretty Girls Make Graves is making waves, a fact that no indie rock snob can deny.
Pretty Girls Make
Grab tickets while they're still cheap, because this punk group is on its way up.
Graves with a motley
mixture of influence
and experience. On
By Scott Ordway
Romance, all of these influences seem to comfortably and
A&E Staff Writer
confidently merge to form a sound that is both brilliant
and totally autonomous. Murder City's uproarious swagAndrea Zollo of Seattle's Pretty Girls Make Graves has
ger joins harmoniously with Sharks' dreamy melodic pop
more charisma in the cracked nail polish on her left pinky
to create a sound that is intelligent and wildly entertainfinger than most bands will ever have. Last Friday's nearing. This is a record that any indie snob would rave about,
ly sold out Showbox appearance kicked off a several
but
also one that just about anyone would appreciate on
month tour to include both the east coast and Western
Europe. After a brilliant opening set by Vancouver's Red some level or another. Few keep the balance between
technical excellence, poetic legitimacy, and pure rock so
Light Sting and a perfunctory appearance by Seattle girlwell.
rockers Visqueen, Pretty Girls delivered the best show $6
Released on indie giant Matador Records, Romance
can buy in 2003. After several free, in-store appearances
glistens with the interplay of haunting, swirling guitars
marking the release of their poignant second full-length
and fist-raising, anthemic drumbeats. The album opens
album, The New Romance, they appeared on Friday in its
with a triumphant swell as the band steps in one by one,
full support, giving heavy play in their hour-long set.
Though initially quite impressed by the record, seeing exploding into the first of Zollo's many come-hither
it live has bumped it up considerably in my playlist. monikers, "Make it electric!" The song twists and turns
through a series of rhythms, swaggering and crashing forSeldom does such a precisely manicured rock record make
so brilliant a translation to a live show. Haunting key- ward as they explore the extent to which a five-person

band can contort, destroy, and rebuild a simple melodic
idea. The record speeds on, delivering one battle cry after
another, Zollo consistently extending a hand, offering the
way out that she herself seems to seek the whole time.
Though intensely personal and unashamed of it, this
album is a far cry from the self-absorption of the TRL"emo" crowd. Oh-so-fashionable diary-page recitations
are entirely absent from this album, leaving us instead
with brilliant bursts of narrative, prophecy, and hope. The
ever-present "back off" vibe presented by Zollo's riot grrrl
howl brings a refreshing air of self-sufficiency to a genre
that seems to be so often characterized by the notion of a
sinking ship. The seductive, mid-tempo "Blue Lights"
ends to her triumphant wail of "I'm fine," a cry that
(whether true or not) is so seldom heard in any honesty
these days. Instead of writing an album to convince the
world of her dysfunction and despair, she writes one to
pull her out of it.
Through lacerating indictments of friends, lovers, and
a cold, gray Seattle, she reminds us that it is still possible
to makes personal experience public domain while still

"Oh-so-fashionable diary page
recitations are entirely absent from
this album, leaving us instead with
brilliant bursts of narrative,
prophecy, and hope."
-

writing a blistering rock record. This marriage of polished
musical complexity and emotional immediacy laugh in
the face of a third generation Seattle scene while giving the
finger to the rest of the country. This record is one of the
best of the year, a scintillating gem from one of the city's
best and most respected indie acts. Pretty Girls have outdone themselves and people are hearing about it. This is
the moment that we always miss: the time when a band
proves itself as truly excellent, but the rest of the world is
still waiting to find out. 2004 will see Pretty Girls Make
Graves patches on shoulder bags across the nation.

Scott Ordway is a sophomore and a returning member to the
A&E staff

Honors Film Fest boasts eclectic series
By Erin Goldsmith

A&E Staff Writer
Controversy, philosophy, and rumors — who knew the
annual Honors Program Film Series could be so multi-layered? While "Finding Nemo" and "Chicago" are arguably
favorites of a new era, those of you looking for a classical
and cultural film fix around campus better take note of the
2003 Honor's Program Film Series. Whether you're a veteran patron of the series, a new student to the campus, or
wondering if a film series is anything like the world series,
all should attend this year's event.
Under the direction of junior Jacob Gaboury, the 2003
Honors Film Series boasts the theme of "The Last Picture
Show" (an ironic choice for a film series that does not
include the classic film bearing the same name). Rather
than focusing on a specific director like the 2001 Woody
Allen series, or a specific genre like the 2002 Italian NeoRealist focus, this year's series will show films that, as
Honors Professor Michael Curley asserts, "have defined
what it means to make a film." The films range from W.D.
Griffith's racially controversial 1914 film, "The Birth of a
Nation," to David Lynch's more contemporary, philosophical, "Eraserhead." Gaboury hopes that in presenting
this array of films, students will be able to recognize that
film is not only the glamorous, Hollywood blockbusters
plastered on billboards across the nation, but that it is also
a highly intellectual art form.
Students who attend the series will not only be able to
view film in a new light, but will also be offered a glimpse
at another side of their professors. For those of you
scratching your heads thinking that the theme of this
year's series sounds familiar, you are indeed onto something. The University features a celebrated lecture series
called the "Last Lecture," in which a professor gives a lecture as though it were her last, a summation of her work.
"The Last Picture Show" is similar to this series, only it
applies the idea to film. Professors were given these
instructions: choose a film vital for a cinematic student to
view, present the film, then facilitate a discussion with the
audience.
The professors participating in this event clearly put a
great deal of thought into their selections. Michael Curley,
faculty advisor for the series, will present "Modern

Times," Honors Professor Mott Greene will present "High Noon," Communications and Theatre
Arts Professor Sue Owen will present "The Birth
of a Nation." English Professor David Macey will
be presenting "The Maltese Falcon," and
Philosophy Professor Paul Loeb will conclude the
series with "Eraserhead."
Although the series does not begin until
October 1st, it is already generating interest
amongst the student body. The choice of the opening film, "The Birth of a Nation," a notoriously
racist account of life in the south during
Reconstruction, has already found some students
like freshman Tyesha Green completely outraged
that the University is supporting the viewing.
Gaboury, on the other hand, finds it important to
show shocking films like this one in order to
appreciate the art form. This is one film you
should try to attend, as the discussion will surely
be lively.
Whether an experienced critic of film, or just a
movie fan, students should surely attend the
finale of the series, director David Lynch's
"Eraserhead." Professor Paul Loeb is excited to
discuss the underlying philosophical themes in
this film, as well as the academic study of films.
Professor Loeb describes "Eraserhead" as inspiring for students of film, as Lynch created it while
a film student himself.
While film is definitely not ignored around
campus — with the Honors Program Film Series,
the Film Criticism Society, and those discounted
showings of "The Hulk"— you may have noticed,
as this reporter has, that there is no academic
department focused on film. After discussing the
film series with several parties, it has become evident that there is a desire for such a department.
Rumor has it that new President Ron Thomas has
also shown an interest in a film studies focus. But
for now, those of you interested in film should
certainly attend next month's series, check-out the
Film Criticism Society, and keep your eyes open
around campus for the Foreign Language Film
Series later this semester.
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SPAWN OF A DEBATE—The notoriously racist themes in the

first Honor's Film Festival on Oct. 1 will provide good breeding
ground for interesting discussion and film appreciation.

Erin Goldsmith is a freshman who sports pink sweaters.
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"Thirteen" unlocks inner Lolitas
By Ashley Lauth

A&E Staff Writer
We all have suffered through it: the turbulent pubescent years of junior high,
characterized by a dog-eat-dog motto. We all have fought for a piece of the
action, a spot at the top, even if only temporary. We remember the extremes we
went to in order to achieve that elusive entity known as popularity. We recall
how our hormonal mood swings and fierce desire to be independent strained
and stretched our parents and homelife.
The film "Thirteen" embodies this depiction of junior high life, looking specifically at female social development during those years. Its painfully accurate
portrayal of the brutalities that girls endure to stay afloat demonstrates how life
can rapidly escalate out of control. "Thirteen" examines girls' yearnings to be
autonomous and infallible, and the disastrous effects of impetuous over-ambition.
The film is co-written by directing newcomer Catherine Hardwicke and
teenager Nikki Reed. "Thirteen" is based on Reed's personal experiences as a
seventh grader; a driven teen who rose at 4:30 a.m. to set her hair and prepare for
the girl vs. girl daily grind. Reed also plays bad-girl Evie Zamora, who was evidently judged too dark and surly-looking to play a version of herself. You can
understand the producers' preference for Evan Rachel Wood, who played the
Photo courtesy http://moviesyahoo.com/shop?cl=hy&id=1808450790&cf=pstills
main character, Tracy, with her willowy limbs, flawless skin, and cool blue eyes.
THE BEGINNING OF THE END
"Thirteen"is a movie that tells the story of a shy nerd turned
Wood is an extraordinary actor, but she was cast because she's more conventionangry slut. What starts with subtle changes §uch as new friends and piercings quickly escalates to a
clash with puberty, the desire to penetrate the "cool" clique, and a total surrender of innocence.
ally spoilable than Reed. You don't want to see her mess up those lovely features.
"Thirteen" has a fearless willingness; it's provocative, honest and harrowing.
stories, even when it is apparent that Evie is only envious of Tracy's relatively coherent
Its relentless in its spontaneity and conviction. However, its candor is also deeply dishomelife. A consummate manipulator, Evie persuades Tracy's hard-working single mom
turbing. Jumpy camerawork, faded color, and frenetic cuts mimic the hyperactive and
chaotic blur of teen existence.
to allow her to establish residence in their ramshackle house. The reality, of course, is that
Evie is looking for a more reliable meal ticket than her drug-addled cousin, Brooke, a selfDirector Hardwicke's eye for the telling detail is exceptional. When Tracy, Evie, and
described "model/actress/bartender" who's supposed to be the girl's guardian. Brooke
another friend saunter across the school grounds in their tight jeans, they are so buoyed
is a despicable role model. She mutilates herself with plastic surgery and pays attention
by their new costumes (and pubescent bodies) that they seem weightless. "Thirteen" is
to Evie only when she needs someone to fetch her another beer; too absorbed in her own
an insightful critique of "girl culture" and the mounting war over the hearts and minds
collapsing life to keep tabs on her charge. It is a cogent, terrifying tale of the lack of superof adolescent girls that's currently being waged in the media. The film asserts that
movies, television and music together constitute a kind of glamorous third parent, vision many teens face.
'Thirteen" never has any real resolution at its conclusion, only proving that teenage
encouraging self-indulgence and quick thrills, eschewing anything smacking of discipline or caution.
extremes have become the norm. In our relentless world of consumerism, "girl culture"
has taken hold; a world of fast living and confusion fueled by anger, fear and rebellion.
"Thirteen" starts with a stinging slap in the face as two giggling, gassed-up teenage
girls huff nitrous oxide from The sad irony of the film is, however, that the screenplay could have never been created
whipped-cream cans and engage in a without Reed experiencing innumerous hardships first. This is something that most 13
year olds will never grasp, aside from the fact that the movie is rated R anyway.
sadomasochistic bout; they are so
Undoubtedly "Thirteen" is volatile and feverish cautionary tale to 21st century youth,
high that their playful face-smacking
is drawing blood. Rewind several sharply contrasting the Olsen twins and Lizze McGuire never-never lands of pop media
months and we see Tracy as a quiet, fantasy. We never get over the fact that these girls are only 13 years old, that they are only
serious young girl who is less con- in seventh grade. And it leaves us jarred and unnerved. But "Thirteen" does leave a litcerned with her looks than with her tle room for hope, hope that Mel's relentless support will help Tracy get out of the grave
grades. She is a sensitive, straight-A she's dug for herself, and hope that Tracy will allow her to. Something that maybe we
haven't thanked our parents enough for doing for us. Despite its shock value, "Thirteen"
student with an exceptional talent
for poetry. In essence, she is a wall- rises above dysfunctional-family-drama clichés, thanks to the truthfulness of its script
flower compared to the popular, cell and the keen eye of a sympathetic director. "Thirteen" is now playing at the Grand
phone wielding, low-rise, thong- Cinema off 6th street. Call 593-4474 for times and directions.
• Ashley is a member of the woman's crew team that placed second at Nationals last spring.
bearing clique of the vicious junior
high caste system.
She yearns to be cool like Evie,
a parentless liar and con artist
whose sociopathic, but seductive,
personality makes it easy for her to get whatever she wants. When Evie finally deigns
to talk to Tracy, Tracy's ecstasy is_achingly on-target. It's the best day of her entire life,
she tells her mom, and anyone who ever longed for the cool kid to talk to her (or him)
can empathize.
Soon after this meeting, Evie has rescued Tracy from her Barbies and bobby sox, and
hauled her into the passing lane of acid, sex, truancy, theft, and self-mutilation. Tracy
quickly dumps her old friends and co-opts Evie's sexpot look and attitude. That this
delicate blonde could contain such hurricanes of rage is the most subversive notion the
film has to offer, and it works because Wood grounds her character in unfiltered sorrow and anger; whether she's glancing at Evie for behavioral hints during a heavyduty make-out session or screaming like a banshee at her mom. The girls even engage
in extended "practice" kissing, three-way teases, and scan porn as real-life options.
The loaded rituals of hetero sex, and even sexual betrayal, play a distant fiddle to
female-friend erotics. And while "Thirteen" isn't explicitly racist, the scenes in which
she's surrounded by tall, good-looking black boys seem meant to set off anti-miscegenation bells in even the most resolute white liberals. Tracy goes from virginal reserve
to wanton promiscuity; from shy nerd to angry slut.
Tracy's acting out is not just a desire to be cool but also a direct emotional assault on
her once close single-parent mother , Melanie [Oscar winner Holly Hunter]. Mel is part
of a generation of '60s-raised, now middle-aged parents who only know how to be
their children's pals. Tracy's actions in part stem from her mom's spacey mismanagement of the day-to-day household. She is working hard for her AA chips, but still a
sucker for her cokehead beau, Brady, whom Tracy despises. Tracy has an absentee
father and only Brady as a replacement.
The family lives in a sprawling house-turned-hair salon that Melanie can't afford,
inherited from a marriage with a husband who is behind on his child support.
Hardwicke creatively telegraphs the family's economic straits: the family living in an
LA suburb on the edge of decline; Hunter ecstatically buying Wood a knockoff designer shirt from a van; Hunter ripping out rotting linoleum, "the goddamn $1.50 a square
Serving Great Food Daily From 11:30 AM
foot floor" in response to a family melee. By the time she belatedly does notice Tracy's
Burgers & Sandwiches, E-9 Specialties, Pizza, Pasta & Steaks
change, Melanie has no idea how to handle her as she defiantly channels her inner
Lolita that Mel didn't know existed. She mutely accepts in a desperate attempt to
and of course tasty Appetizers including our
remain her child's best friend. She has no confidence in her own strength and she
expends too much energy trying to enlist the aid of Tracy's dad, the sort of man who
asks what the problem is "in a nutshell." The father's rejection of the mother, which
takes place before the story begins, is the key to Tracy's own desperate pursuit of sucYear Round DIRECTV Sports Viewing Packages
cess. In the dynamic of her family, Mom, however kind and giving, is a loser, while
Dad, remote and uncaring, is a winner. The mother can't begin to get through to her
daughter, because, in an emotional sense, Tracy has already followed Dad's example.
611 North Pine Street, Tacoma (253) 272-3435
She has tossed Mom overboard.
Visit Us Online at www.ehouse9.com
Further, Melanie is insecure enough to fall for both Evie's flattery and made-up sob
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The Combat Zone
Name Kept Out of Tradition, Not Volition

Vol. CXVI, Issue 1

The Internationalist Will Focus on
Itself for Premiere Issue
New social justice magazine highlights pressing localsocial injustice
By Murray Jay Siskind

Amateur Bowler
The Internationalist, a new magazine with hard-Won ASUPS funding,
is dedicated to investigate the political world around us, with articles
penned by professors as well as students. In a telephone interview
Thursday, the Combat Zone spoke
with the Managing Editors. "We
want to alert people to injustices in
an intellectual, open arena," Nick
Edwards said. "The Internationalist
is about our society, its problems,
and frank discussion. The first issue

will focus on how we
were dicked around
getting funding for the
issue; the whole staff
agreed it was the most
pressing social injustice."
will
Articles
emphasize the horriPhoto courtesy www.usatoday.com
ble travesties commit- IRAQ? PLEASE HOLD– It looks like the Baghdad
ted against the writers civilian stories will just•have to wait until November.
and illustrators, a controversy "UPS history
The Editors say that the planned
will not soon forget," Edwards exposé on Iraqi civilian casualties
added. The specific crimes include has been pushed to issue number
tiring ASUPS Senate meetings, two, provided that further discrimiPresidential vetoes that cut up to nation doesn't arise.
30% of their operating budget, and
Murray averages 240 at Tower
general backbiting.
Lanes and always rents his shoes.

New President Thomas Described as
"Loose Cannon" by Administration
Trustees wish he did things
more by the book

Frequent Blackouts
Expected at Beta
This Year

By Manny Glover

By Rob Morrison

Beat Writer.

Utilities Writer

.

Rookie pres Ron Thomas has
had what some are calling, a
rough beginning to his term at
UPS. The administration, still
made up of Pierce loyalists and
ambivalent power players, is
divided. Vice President Cooney
says, "[Thomas is] a loose cannon.
He doesn't play by the rules—it's
like nothing I've seen before. I got

enough pressure from the
Trustees, I don't need this shit."
Thomas countered, "Hey, I get the
job done. Cooney doesn't like my

methods? Fine. I'll turn in my
business cards and parking permit tomorrow." At this point
Thomas fired his gun into the
ceiling for effect and added, "But
him and I both goddamn know
you have to break some eggs if
you want to make an omelet."
While the Board of Trustees

Photo courtesy Warner Bros .

PRESIDENTIN' ACTION–

Electricians at a loss for solutions

of areas on campus that are vulnerable
to repeated problems. One such address
is the Beta house on Union Avenue.

doesn't approve of Thomas's

Combat Zone asked a few of the UPS
electricians, and they say "There's noth-

co-president, such as a black
comic or 'straight man' type

would assuage the situation."
There is no denying, however,
that when it comes to fundraising
and promoting intellectual
achievement, Thomas blows
through all the red tape to get
results. Whatever the cost.

Manny is three days away from
retirement.

Cung Fu Corner
by Ninja Tim

Each week, guest writer Ninja Tim will
have 25 words to review a classic kung fu
movie of his choosing. This week's is...
"Master of the Flying Guillotine"
Vicious bastards, decapitated
poultry, empowered cripples and
more in physics-defying action!
But don't take Quentin
Tarantino's word for it! Endlessly
entertaining (ie. an asian Gary Co eman).
Ninja Tim is a black belt at the irunken part
of drunken boxing.

Combat Zone

Asks-

What did you do this
summer?

Following last week's campus blackout, Facilities Services has released a list

Thomas and his partner take
fundraising to the streets.

habit of carrying firearms, they
have been investigating various
solutions. Weyerhauser said in an
email, "Though Ron insists he
'works alone,' we feel a possible

Razmataz!

ing we can do about it." Many speculate
that blackouts will become increasingly
common at more and more of the houses on Union, particularly during heavy
activity on weekends. Beta's president
says, "It's just a reality that comes with
living in this location. IFS gonna happen."
Possible solutions have been invesitgated primarily by Counseling, Health
& Wellness, but several residents of the
house have said they'll take their
chances.

Rob has also written about plumbing
and the water bill.

"I did all my studying for my summer
classes in
Diversions until it
closed at three in
the afternoon."
Oedipa Maas

Sophomore

"I had three jobs,
so of course all my
free time was
spent heavily
drinking."
Zoyd Wheeler
Junior

Our Advice for Freshmen
College is obviously very different from high school, and many get lost in all the
customs and practices of this strange, new world. But take heart, as we have prepared an essential guide for you to memorize.
Guys: To avoid embarrassing pauses later on, always put the condom on first thing before going out for a night of partying.
Girls: If he says he's clean, and he seems sincere, go ahead; are you
going to doubt everybody in life?
-To learn your limit, drink just until you feel alcohol poisoning coming on, then stop.
-Just because Campus Security is sober, you're drunk and have just
broken a toe, and you're halfway sure the security guard is your R.A.'s
friend doesn't mean you can't make a break for it.
For instant popularity bring your guitar everywhere and play Dave
Matthews/ Zeppelin/ Chili Peppers covers with your eyes closed no
matter how loud the party music or the profs voice is.
Everybody knows not to mix milk and beer, but the jury's still out
on Sunny D and Jagermeister. Have fun!
-If you don't find a girl/boyfriend by October, you never will.
Photo courtesy www.ups.edu
-Everybody will be endlessly fascinated by stories about your high LIKE A CLUB TO THE HEAD–
school.
Students are encouraged to join at least
-It's common UPS practice to strike up a conversation with the pro- seven clubs in the month of September.
fessor in the neighboring stall or urinal.
.

"Baked off my
ass."
Herbert Stencil
Sophomore

"I received three
grand to study a
rare species of fish
I accidentally
killed in fresh
water."
Tyrone Slothrop
Senior

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not relfect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff, the administration, the brand new shiny president, or Erin Culbertson. Please send
complaints to trail@ups.edu .
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34 and counting ... Women's soccer stretches
home unbeaten streak at Peyton Field
A 2-1 victory over Chapman gives Hanson 100th career win with Loggers;
Schutz wins UPS Athlete of the Week honors

Kimron Thomas/ASUPS Photo Services

By Phil Hawkins

Sports Writer
The UPS women's soccer team rolled
through their final non-conference game on
September 21, beating Chapman University
2-1. Senior Perrin Schutz scored both goals
for.the Loggers, giving her five goals for the
season.
UPS attacked the Panthers immediately,
setting up an unassisted goal by Schutz in
the 14th minute of the game. After quickly
faking past her defender, Schutz placed a
shot in the upper left corner of the net. The

Loggers ended the half with a 1-0 lead, taking seven first half shots to Chapman's five.
The Panthers opened the second half
aggressively, but failed to prevent Schutz
from scoring her second goal in the 58th
minute, this time assisted by All-Conference
sophomore Elizabeth Pitman.
Junior Amy Quandt made several spectactilar saves, including a diving stop in the
second half. She was unable, however, to
stop Chapman's Nicole Madonia from scoring the Panthers' only goal off a corner kick
in the 79th minute. Both teams finished the
game with twelve shots on goal, but the

Loggers were
able to control
the 'tempo of
the game, having a 9-2 advantage in corner
kicks.
Sunday's game was significant for two
reasons. The Loggers were extended their
home unbeaten streak to 34 games, dating
back to September 25, 1999. Head coach
Randy Hanson also was able to earn his
100th victory as coach of the women's soccer team. Hanson has coached the Loggers
for nine seasons and has the most wins out
of any coach in the history of UPS women's

Kimron Thomas/ASUPS Photo Services

soccer.
Hanson has coached his team to a 4-0-0
record this season against a tough non-conference schedule. UPS is ranked number
three in the national coaches' poll.
The Loggers have games against NWC
adversaries Whitworth and Whitman Sept.
27 and 28 with both being at noon on
Peyton Field.

Sports Writer Phil Hawkins is powered by his
own sense of self-satisfaction.

Meaning of games not lost on junior Stolee
front of a huge crowd. Once they experience that kind of
ble-whammy of having the highest GPA of any team in the
thing, I think they'll believe we can win it. Because, really,
country as well.
"That's not just of division III teams, either," said nothing else matters."
"Bridget is just so competitive by nature," said Hanson.
These days, it is rare to find an athlete who still under- Hanson. "That's in all divisions, I, II, and III. Some very
"I hope that when she's done playing here, that she tries to
lofty goals, to say the least.
stands the point of sports. We live in a world where 11
play at the next level, because she can. She has those spe"I have better grades during soccer season than not,
year-olds are routinely pulled from school by crazed parcial gifts that can let her succeed anywhere."
because our team is so focused on getting good grades,"
ents in order to participate in year-round, traveling AAU
Assistant Sports Editor John Dugan, despite numerous
said Stolee. It helps to be a part of a team that spends most
teams, whether it be baseball, basketball, softball or soccer.
benchings by friends, family and foes, continues to put the fun
of its waking hours together. In fact, Stolee claims they
These kids, brainwashed to believe that there is no
back in fundamental.
might be too close, if that is possible in a team sport.
option but to win, have no perception of the fact that the
"We
never
really
have
any
conflicts.
reason sports exist at all is for people
Sometimes you need to speak up, you
to have fun. Sports have become a
know, say, 'Hey, get to bed, quit stayjob — an obligation — to millions of
ing up late.' I think we're starting to
American kids who don't know
do that stuff more now."
what it is like to enjoy the game they
As nice as a good personality and
play.
a winning smile can be for a team,
Imagine, then, this author's relief
those things aren't what won Stolee
and exuberance to find that Bridget
top honors in the NWC last year.
Stolee, the reigning Northwest
Aside from tying for the team lead in
Conference women's soccer Player
goals and leading the team in shootof the Year and leader of the nation's
The men's soccer pre-season came to a close last weekend
ing percentage, it is the intangibles
third-ranked team, is out there to
with a win and a loss in California.
that Stolee possesses that truly set
have a grand old time.
The men began the weekend with a shutout win against Calher apart from the rest of the league.
"It's always just been about havState Hayward (5-0) on Sept. 19. Loggers Tyler Niemack, Justin
"First off, she's 5'10"," said
ing fun," said Stolee, a junior from
Hughes, Mike Leis, Sean Akamine and Josh Hedrick all scored
Hanson,
"and in the women's game,
Palo Alto, Calif. "I was never out
Photo courtesy ups.edu
goals that aided the win. The Loggers fell to No. 22 ranked UC
to have someone who can be that
there just for the sport. Even now, I
Junior Bridget Stolee
Santa Cruz (3-1) on Sept. 21.
dominant in the air is a huge advanhave so much fun out there."
Despite the loss, the team's spirit remained competitive.
tage. Add to that, she has the skills to be domPerhaps it was inevitable from the start that Stolee
Logger Mike Gallegos, center/midfield, said that the team
would focus on the fun aspect of the game, given her inant in every area ... With her physical domplayed both games well in spite of the loss. "We got better, and
inance, teams can't attack the middle of the
introduction.
we look forward to a successful season." Gallegos said. He
"I started playing in fifth grade, because all my friends field, and that's where the goal is. They
added that the team has gotten better at following game plans
were playing and they loved it. We all liked each other so almost have to game plan to attack away from
and are getting better at playing togetherBridget."
much, even the practices were a blast."
Head Coach Reece Olney described the team as the "most
"I was really surprised to win (the award)
Head Coach Randy Hanson, in his ninth year at UPS,
prolific" scoring team since he began at UPS. "We have shown
last year," said Stolee. "Really, it just reaffirms
hopes that Stolee's personality has rubbed off on the six
ourselves to he a bit of a danger offensively," Olney said.
that I'm doing something right, and to keep
new additions to the Logger squad. "Bridget is really a kid
Although he was disappointed with the loss against Santa Cruz,
at heart," said Hanson. "She's really a good spirit, on and doing that."
he was still pleased with the way the team played.
So far this season, Stolee has continued
off the field. She lightens the mood."
With the first games of the regular season beginning this
doing things right, scoring a goal on her only
Considering the time commitment of playing for the
week, Olney hopes they will repeat last season's success as conLoggers, it's important for the girls to have a good time. shot so far. She just hopes that the rest of the
ference champions. He said it is important to get off to a good
young team can be assured enough to take the
They practice five days a week, for two hours a day, and
start with three home games this week.
have games every Saturday and Sunday. Every game is a Loggers to the Promised Land.
The Pacific Lutheran game is at PLU in Parkland on Sept. 24.
"We just need to believe that we can get
must-win for these championship-minded Loggers.
The Loggers will also take on the Whitworth College Pirates on
"We're out there to win a national championship and there. With so many new girls, they haven't
Sept. 27 and the Whitman College Missionaries on Sept. 28.
that means winning every game we play," said Stolee. A been to that final eight (national champi— By Karly Power
championship, however, is not the only prize the Loggers onship tournament, in 2002)," Stolee said.
hope to take home this fall — they're aiming for the dou- "They haven't flown to Texas and played in
By John Dugan

Assistant Sports Editor

Sports Brief

Men's soccer gains weekend split on road
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Exposing the fraudulent genius in St. Louis
By Doug Sprague

Sports Editor
As football fans we
are too eager to pin
labels on players. The
first round pick that
does not produce in
his first season is a bust. The star that does
not play through an injury is a pansy. The
coach who heads the league's best offense
or defense is labeled a genius.
Most of the time these labels are not
warranted. Yes, Ryan Leaf was possibly the
worst pick in recent memory, but what
about Plaxico Burress? His first season was
pathetic as he had more trouble figuring
out the Steelers' playbook than an Amish
guy trying to figure out a computer. Since
then, Burress has gone from a bum to one
of the better wide receivers in the league.
While he may not be a superstar (and
never will be as long as he keeps his Randy
Moss-esque laziness), he is far from a bust.
Burress is just one of numerous examples
(Steve McNair, Ahman Green and Amani
Toomer are some others) of a player shedding the undeserved label of bust.
Injuries are another lightning rod for
criticism. As fans, we have this perception
that football players should be bad asses in
the mold of Dick Butkus and Ray Nitschke.
They should play through all but life
threatening injuries and never let on how

badly they're hurt.
We think of Emmitt
from
Smith checking out of
the hospital early to
the
play in a playoff
bullpen
game, of Byron
Leftwich leading his
team down the field
on a fractured lower leg, having to be carried to the huddle by his lineman.
So when David Boston declares himself
too hurt to play because a heel injury has
robbed him of some of his speed and he
only feels about 70 percent, we feel insulted. A 6' 3", 260 pound receiver does not
need to rely on speed to get open and he
can serve as a decoy for his team that is
sorely lacking talented receivers. Oh, and
he is also getting paid $47 million to play!
Regardless of whether Boston is a
steroid freak or just a freak of nature, he is
still living up to his reputation of being
selfish and pampered. You would have
thought the Chargers would have realized
during the off-season why no other team
wanted him, even the hapless Arizona
Cardinals.
The most commonly misused title in the
NFL though, is that of genius. Bill Walsh
deserved the title, Bill Parcells does, and
Dick Vermeil does as well. Mike
Shannahan and Mike Holmgren are
reminding us why they were given the title
earlier in their careers. In the case of Mike

Martz, he is showing us that he really does
not have any clue how to run an NFL
offense by himself and does not deserve
his title of genius.
When Vermeil was his mentor and
could override any of his bad decisions,
everything was great and Vermeil was
more than willing to give the credit to his
understudy. Now that Vermeil is in Kansas
City, Martz is showing us just how clueless
he really is. Any team with Marshall Faulk,
Isaac Bruce and Torry Holt should not
have trouble scoring, especially with
Orlando Pace and Kyle Turley providing
protection up front. It should not matter
that Kurt Warner has been injured and
unproductive, Marc Bulger is more than
talented enough to guide their offense.
And the excuse that they have no third
receiver since Az Hakim left for Detroit is
totally illogical. What about Faulk? What
about Cam Cleeland, who caught 54 balls
for the Saints in 1998?
The problem is that the Rams cannot
run the ball consistently anymore and
Martz has not figured out how to get the
ball to his two star wide outs reliably. The
running game's woes can be attributed
partially to Martz's boneheaded decision
to not carry a fullback on his roster. St.
Louis's inability to get the ball to Bruce and
Holt is partially Bulger 's fault, but mostly
it is because of Martz's poor play design
and play calling. The Rams' are 1-2 so far

Heroism, hedonism dominate sports coverage
By Tyler Roush

Editor-in-Chief
Their legendary feats are still cool
and crisp as the autumn air they were
written in, but preserved in grainy
sports highlight reels.
A skinny second baseman, best
known for his defensive prowess and light stick — he will
finish his career with just a .367 slugging percentage and .260
batting average — approaches the plate in the bottom of the
ninth inning of a World Series Game Seven that finds the
Pittsburgh Pirates and heavily-favored New York Yankees
tied at 9-9. When he smacks the second pitch he sees over the
left field wall, he completes perhaps the most stunning upset
in World Series history.
An undersized senior quarterback leads Boston College
on a desperation drive with 28 seconds remaining and his
team down 45-41 to the Miami Hurricanes. After moving his
team to midfield, the 5'9" quarterback drops into the pocket
as time expires and, in a play that will later epitomize his
Heisman Trophy-winning campaign, hurls a Hail Mary pass
65 yards downfield and into the hands of receiver Gerard
Phelan, who falls into the endzone to secure B.C. a 47-45 victory and a berth in the Cotton Bowl.
A hobbled right fielder pinch hits with a runner on first
and two out in the bottom of the ninth inning of Game One
of the World Series, his team trailing the Oakland A's 4-3.
The regular season MVP works the count to full against closer and Cy Young runner-up Dennis Eckersley. On two bad
knees, the Dodgers slugger clubs a slider over the right field
wall on arm strength alone. The Dodgers go on to upset the
A's in five games.
Their names are inexorably linked to these singular
moments of greatness: Bill Mazeroski. Doug Flutie. Kirk
Gibson. The skinny kid or broken veteran, the guy that
nobody would have bet on, saves the day and, to complete
the fairy tale, gets the girl. In a world where the difference
between the No. 1 pick and an armchair quarterback might
be two inches or twenty pounds, sports is escapism. We project ourselves into the actions of an athlete's exploits on the
field—and in the bedroom.
For that reason, Sports Illustrated knew exactly what it
was doing when it released the "Hits and Mrs." photo shoot
in 1999's swimsuit issue. The shoot featured pro athletes —
tall, fit, muscular — and their spouses — much the same,
only substitute "muscular" with "curvaceous" — in revealing attire.
Photos of Tom Gugliotta lounging with his amply
endowed wife are indeed alluring, but does Nikki
Gugliotta's voluptuous figure provide any insight into Tom's
ability to play in the post? Do Jennifer Montana's slender
legs help explain husband Joe's knack for running the twominute drill? Can Joumana Kidd's healthy breasts lead us to
better understand husband Jason's talent for running New
Jersey's fastbreak? Or do these tittilating images tell us more
about certain post-game celebrations?
At times, though, post-game hedonism dissolves into barbarism. On the night of June 12, 1994, someone brutally murdered Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman. Hall of

Fame running back O.J. Simpson was
charged with the crime; the resulting
infield
media circus served to highlight the
public's demand for all the gory details.
fly
Courtroom footage, broadcast live on
rule
CourtTV, CNN and MSNBC, provided
a pornography of violence and sex:
graphic crime scene descriptions,
bloody gloves and planted evidence juxtaposed with allegations of Mrs. Simpson's promiscuity and purported affair
with Goldman.
Ultimately, the ten-month trial ruined Mr. Simpson's reputation without convicting him of any crime and helped
launch key witness Faye Resnick's modeling career — she
posed for Playboy in 1997.
While the Simpson circus set the bar for media sensationalism in the courtroom, the pending Kobe Bryant rape case
has the potential to raise it. This time, the controversy surrounds allegations of rape levied by a 19-year-old college student against the Los Angeles Lakers five-time All Star and
three-time NBA Champion.
Though the spotlight has remained on Bryant since his
arrest on July 4, the camera has often been trained on his
wife, Vanessa, who bears more than a passing resemblance to
a lingerie model.
Mrs. Bryant, having vowed to stand by her man, has been
at her husband's side during numerous press conferences
and public appearances — or, more precisely, Kobe has
appeared at Vanessa's side.
Media coverage of Kobe's July 18 press conference prominently featured Mrs. Bryant, who often appeared to be the
focal point of each broadcast. The Fox News Channel —
paragons of journalism in their own right — went as far as to
pan over Mrs. Bryant's figure as she took her seat. Thighs,
hips, abs, breasts, $4 million "apology" diamond — all were
accounted for.
Of course, all this is mere prelude to the hours of media
coverage yet to come out of the Kobe trial. Judge Richard
Gannett's decision to close Kobe's preliminary hearing on
Oct. 9 is currently being challenged by both prosecutors
and — surprise — media groups; no such injunction has been
made concerning the actual trial. Though courtroom cameras
may jeopardize the privacy of both accuser and accused,
media groups will stop at nothing to protect the public's
"right to know."
To know what, exactly? The way Mrs. Bryant's breasts
bob outward when she arches her back? The way Kobe hides
his eyes when answering questions about his alleged criminal conduct and, at the very least, infidelity? The accuser's
appearance relative to Mrs. Bryant's, so that millions may
shake their heads and moan, "Why?"
As the media enables us to escape into our own lurid
imaginations, it is important that we not neglect our pursuit
of justice. The sensationalized coverage of the O.J. Simpson
and Kobe Bryant trials may lead us to revise our understanding of the criminal justice system. Indeed, we hope that
justice is blind — and that she's naked under that robe.

Editor-in-Chief Tyler Roush prefers to be called "Big
Dog,""Chief," or "Whisky Bear," except by the ladies, who call
him "Big Poppa."

Photo courtesy espn.corn

LOST IN TRANSLATION—Rams coach

Mike Martz, looking frazzled as usual.
this season, and would have been 0-3 if the
49ers played any defense in overtime.
Until Martz figures out how to get the ball
into his stars' hands, the Rams will continue the tailspin that has left them 8-11 since
the beginning of last season, and Martz
will fall farther and farther away from his
days as the preeminent offensive mind at
the head of the "Greatest Show on Turf."
Now he's just the above average head
coach of a just above average offense.

Sports Editor Doug Sprague wishes someone would give him the genius tag.

Volleyball off
to strong start
By Melissa Huggins

Sports Writer
Ranked 16th in the nation, an 11-3 overall
record so far, led by a highly experienced and successful coach, what is the state of the 2003 volleyball team, you ask? One might say ... incredible.
The Loggers are off to a great start, 11-3 overall and 2-0 in conference play. In the recent
Domino's Great Northwest Cross-Over
Tournament, the Loggers came away with a 4-0
record. One of these was a big win over 5thranked Cal-State Hayward, the team that beat
UPS in the NCAA West Regional semi-final last
year. Puget Sound won the match three games to
one. Head coach Mark Massey called it a "phenomenal match," adding, "it was a really good
challenge for us." Emily Sabelhaus and Megan
Apperson shared setting duties for the weekend,
with respective totals of 112 and 93 assists.
The Loggers' roster this season is quite deep,
with eleven players returning from last season,
helping the team to run far more smoothly. The
players' have a familiarity with each other's
styles on the court, as well as Massey's coaching
style, that only comes with time. This will
undoubtedly prove to be an advantage for the
Loggers, as opposed to other teams who may not
have played together as much.
A few key returners to keep an eye on are
Junior middle hitter Sarah Bliss, sophomore outside hitter Nikki Esposito, junior outside hitter
Tera Anderson, and senior right side hitter
Hillary Scott. Bliss was recently named both the
Northwest Conference Player of the Week and
UPS Athlete of the Week. So far she leads the team
in kills, with a total of 164, and blocks, totaling 42.
Esposito is averaging 3 kills per game, with 150
overall, as well as serving up 16 aces. Anderson
has been key both offensively and defensively,
with 136 kills in addition to 198 digs so far. Scott
has racked up a whopping 46 aces, as well as 111
kills and 26 blocks.
Also, two promising freshmen, Nicole Vinson
and Amy Thompson, look to make quite an
impact. Thompson already has 51 digs and
Vinson has 70 kills and fifteen blocks.
The team is looking to improve upon last
year's 22-8 overall record and, with continued
success, to advance into the postseason as they
did last year. They are currently in the midst of a
four game home stretch, beginning versus rivals
Pacific Lutheran University and finishing against
Whitworth College.

Sports Writer Melissa Huggins was off to a strong
start, before painfully tearing her miniscus.
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Loggers forget hands, fall to Claremont
By Matt Stevens

Sports Writer
The Logger Football team opened the
newly renovated Baker Stadium and
renamed Peyton Field by receiving a thorough drubbing by Claremont College of
California, 34-18.
The Loggers evidently thought the
game was a fumble-rooski drill, with three
fumbles and at least one dropped pass on
every drive. On the first play from scrimmage, quarterback Andy Carlson took a
QB keeper around left tackle and fumbled
right into Claremont's waiting linebacking
corps. Claremont quickly turned that into
the first touchdown.
The Loggers next possession started off
with two runs netting only four yards. In
an apparent epiphany, head coach Phil
Willenbrock called for a pass play. Carlson,
needing just six yards for a first down,
threw a two-yard pass. On the ensuing
punt, a high snap prevented Josh Goffm
from catching the ball; he could not get the
kick away before Claremont brought him
down. Claremont again had the ball deep
in Logger territory.
The UPS defense seemed to show up
for a heart beat and had Claremont dogged
with a third and 19, but they soon returned
to their natural ways, giving up a big pass
play for a touchdown.
At the 8:39 mark of the first half, the
Loggers were down 14-0 with 6 yards of
offense and two turnovers while
Claremont had just 40 yards of offensive
output themselves.
The Loggers did move the ball well on
the ground. Toward the end of first quarter, both the option keeper by Carlson and
counters by the wing-backs were consistently picking up enough yardage for first
downs.
Attempting to gain some big yardage
and keep the momentum moving, the
Loggers called a pass play. Carlson rolled
out to the right and let loose a beautiful
arching pass that fell directly into the waiting arms of Claremont's free safety.
Claremont took the ball down and scored
another touchdown.
The Loggers picked up two points late
in the first half when they finally made
Claremont punt the ball. Claremont's long
snapper tossed the ball high and the

punter fell on it in the
end zone. On the ensuing Logger drive the
offense was faced with a
fourth and three at
Claremont's 47 yard line
with just 56 seconds left
in the half. Going
against logic and any
hope Willenbrock ever
had for capturing some
momentum, the coach
elected to kick the ball
away. The student section, unhappy with this
coaching move, dispersed after the halftime whistle, and half of
them never returned.
The Loggers were down
21-2 at half.
The second half was
more of the same for the
Loggers. They would
pick up a couple of first
Greg Groggel/ASUPS Photo Services
downs before dropping
TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN Quarterback Andy Carlson drops back for a pass in the Loggers' game
an important third
against Claremont on Sept. 20. While Carlson did not have much luck through the air, finishing 6-for-21, he
down pass, or fumbling
rushed for 204 yards on 27 carries with two touchdowns. Puget Sound outrushed the Staggs 400 36, but turned
the ball into the to ball over five times.
defense's hands. Each
bright spot for Puget Sound seemed to be Carlson was just 6-for-21 passing for just for the Loggers this year. Lewis & Clark
was picked sixth in the NWC preseason
overshadowed by one blunder after the 63 yards.
Starting safety Marc Larson was down
football. UPS, picked 5th in the conference,
other.
hopes to avenge a 28-13 loss from last year.
The Loggers finally put their points up trodden after the game.
"We played hard. But we made those
Larson is excited about the match-up
late in the 4th quarter. Andy Carlson took
big mistakes early, and it's really tough to with Lewis & Clark
a one yarder in with 4:31 left in the game.
"It should be a good game. Hopefully
Alex Kidd converted the two point conver- bounce back... It's our job as the defense
sion to give the Loggers ten points. The to pick up the offense, but stuck inside the we'll match up better than we did against
(Claremont)," he said. Larson thinks it's
Loggers then called a timeout with just 20, that's just tough,"he said.
Larson was proud of the way freshman important for the defense to be ready to
20.4 seconds left in an attempt to score
another touchdown. Carlson again had Mac Gebbers played. Gebbers came up play. "If I remember right, they throw the
another 1-yard touchdown and took the with a big interception late in the third ball a lot. So the secondary has to step up.
quarter. "He came in and made the play. We can't have another performance like
two pointer in himself.
As a team, the Loggers out-gained We were running the same coverage we did against Claremont."
Sports Writer Matt Stevens was held to 36
Claremont 463 yards to 268 and racked up scheme all game, he just made the play
intelligible comments by his friends this past
400 yards on the ground. The Logger that we weren't."
The Loggers match up with Lewis &
weekend.
defense also showed an amazing stiffness
against the run: Claremont ran the ball 36 Clark
times but gained only 36 yards. All of College in
Claremont's damage was done in the air Portland,
on the arm of quarterback Mitchell Ore.on
Browne. Browne torched the Logger sec- Sept. 27.
ondary for 232 yards, completing 9 of 17 This is the
passes with two touchdown passes. Andy first conCarlson led the offense for the Loggers ference
with 204 yards running on 27 carries. match up
—

-

Logger Sports on tap:

Women's Soccer:
Sept. 27: vs. Whitworth — noon
Sept. 28: vs. Whitman — noon

Men's Soccer:
Sept. 27: vs. Whitworth — 2:30 p.m.
Sept. 28: vs. Whitman — 2:30 p.m.
Volleyball:
Sept. 27: vs. George Fox — 7 p.m.
Football:
Sept. 27: at Lewis & Clark — 6 p.m.

A LITTLE ONE-ON-ONE ACTION—Loggers freshman Mitchell Grandstaff futilely attempts to break

up a pass intended for Claremont's Brian Weeks, who caught three balls for 103 yards. The Staggs threw
for 232 yards and two touchdowns, compared to Puget Sound's 63 yards and three interceptions.
Claremont won the game 34-18.

Cross Country:
Sept. 27: Sundodger Invitational at
Lincoln Park, Seattle — 9 a.m.
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News

ASUPS Senate overrides President Darrel Frost's veto
of amended funding for The Internationalist.
Features

Women's crew captures second place in NCAA
Division-Ill Rowing Championship.

A&E
Movie review: Fox Searchlight Pictures' Thirteen.

